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More and more of our patrons are being exploited by unscrupulous ticket resellers. Oftentimes our tickets are being marketed on secondary ticket sites before the operator of the site has even purchased tickets – and they are being sold at prices far above the price you will pay by purchasing your tickets through Wharton Center.

If you purchase tickets from another source, you might pay too much for your tickets, or may even pay for invalid tickets. You also may not be able to get help from Wharton Center’s ticketing staff if you have a problem; there will be no in-house record of your transaction, and we cannot contact you if there is a change of performance time, traffic notices, or to provide any other special information.
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- Download the Wharton Center app on your smart phone.

We urge you to protect yourself by purchasing directly from the Official Authorized Source for Wharton Center tickets – buy your tickets at www.whartoncenter.com; by phone at 1-800-WHARTON (1-800-942-7866); or at the Auto-Owners Insurance Ticket Office at Wharton Center.

If you think you have been duped by a fraudulent ticket reseller, you can file a Consumer Complaint Form with the Michigan Attorney General’s Office. Forms are located at: https://secure.ag.state.mi.us/complaints/consumer.aspx
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CAST OF CHARACTERS
(in order of appearance)

Little Anastasia ................................................................. VICTORIA BINGHAM
Dowager Empress ............................................................ JOY FRANZ
Tsarina Alexandra ............................................................ LUCY HORTON
Tsar Nicholas II .............................................................. MICHAEL MCCORRY ROSE
Young Anastasia ............................................................. TAYLOR QUICK
Maria Romanov ............................................................... BRIANNA ABRUZZO
Olga Romanov ................................................................ CLAIRE RATHBUN
Tatiana Romanov ............................................................ KOURTNEY KEITT
Alexei Romanov .............................................................. VICTORIA BINGHAM
Countess Lily .................................................................... TARI KELLY
Gleb ................................................................................... JASON MICHAEL EVANS
Dmitry ............................................................................. STEPHEN BROWER
Vlad .................................................................................. EDWARD STAUDENMAYER
Anya ............................................................................... LILA COOGAN
Paulina ............................................................................ TAYLOR QUICK
Marfa .................................................................................. BRIANNA ABRUZZO
Dunya .................................................................................. KOURTNEY KEITT
Count Ipolitov ................................................................ MICHAEL MCCORRY ROSE
Gorlinsky ........................................................................... FRED INKLEY
Count Leopold ..................................................................... FRED INKLEY
Doorman ............................................................................. PETER GARZA
Count Gregory ................................................................ MICHAEL MCCORRY ROSE
Countess Gregory ............................................................ ALISON EWING
Odette in Swan Lake ........................................................ CLAIRE RATHBUN
Prince Siegfried in Swan Lake ......................................... MARK MacKILLOP
Von Rothbart in Swan Lake .............................................. RONNIE S. BOWMAN, JR.
Suitors, Soldiers, Comrades, Ghosts, Parisians, White Russians,
Waiters, Reporters, Cygnets in Swan Lake ....................... BRIANNA ABRUZZO,
RONNIE S. BOWMAN, JR., ALISON EWING, PETER GARZA, BRETT-MARCO GLAUSER,
LUCY HORTON, MARY ILLES, FRED INKLEY, KOURTNEY KEITT, MARK MacKILLOP,
TAYLOR QUICK, CLAIRE RATHBUN, MICHAEL MCCORRY ROSE, MATT ROSELL

SWINGS
JEREMIAH GINN, BETH STAFFORD LAIRD,
KENNETH MICHAEL MURRAY, SAREEN TCHEKMEDYIAN

UNDERSTUDIES
For Anya—BETH STAFFORD LAIRD, TAYLOR QUICK; for Dmitry—BRETT-MARCO GLAUSER, MATT ROSELL; for Vlad—JEREMIAH GINN, FRED INKLEY; for Dowager Empress— ALISON EWING, MARY ILLES; for Countess Lily— ALISON EWING, LUCY HORTON; for Gleb— PETER GARZA, MICHAEL MCCORRY ROSE; for Little Anastasia/ Alexei—ADDISON MACKYNZIE VALENTINO

Dance Captain: KENNETH MICHAEL MURRAY

The use of any recording device, either audio or video, and the taking of photographs, either with or without flash, is strictly prohibited by law. Please turn off all electronic devices such as cellular phones, beepers and watches prior to the beginning of the performance.
MUSICAL NUMBERS

ACT I

Setting: Saint Petersburg, 1906, 1917 & 1927

Prologue: “Once Upon a December” ................................................................. Dowager Empress and Little Anastasia
“The Last Dance of the Romanovs” ................................................................. Dmitry, Vlad and Ensemble
“A Rumor in St. Petersburg” ........................................................................... Dmitry, Vlad and Ensemble
“In My Dreams” .................................................................................................. Anya
“The Rumors Never End” .............................................................................. Gleb and Ensemble
“Learn to Do It” .................................................................................................. Vlad, Anya and Dmitry
“The Neva Flows” ............................................................................................ Gleb and Anya
“The Neva Flows” (Reprise) ............................................................................. Men
“My Petersburg” .............................................................................................. Dmitry and Anya
“Once Upon a December” ............................................................................. Anya and Ensemble
“A Secret She Kept” ........................................................................................ Anya
“Stay, I Pray You” .......................................................................................... Count Ipoltov, Anya, Dmitry and Vlad
“We’ll Go From There” ................................................................................... Vlad, Anya, Dmitry and Ensemble
“Traveling Sequence” ..................................................................................... Gleb, Gorlinsky, Anya, Dmitry and Vlad
“Still” ...................................................................................................................... Gleb
“Journey to the Past” ........................................................................................ Anya

ACT II

Setting: Paris, 1927

"Paris Holds the Key (To Your Heart)” .......................................................... Vlad, Dmitry, Anya and Ensemble
“Close the Door” .............................................................................................. Dowager Empress
“Land of Yesterday” ....................................................................................... Countess Lily and Ensemble
“The Countess and the Common Man” ........................................................... Vlad and Countess Lily
“Land of Yesterday” (Reprise) .......................................................................... Gleb
“A Nightmare” .................................................................................................. Romanov Children, Tsar and Tsarina
“In a Crowd of Thousands” ............................................................................. Dmitry and Anya
“Meant to Be” ................................................................................................... Vlad
“Quartet at the Ballet” ...................................................................................... Anya, Dmitry, Dowager Empress, Gleb and Ensemble
“Everything to Win” ........................................................................................ Dmitry
“Once Upon a December” (Reprise) .............................................................. Anya and Dowager Empress
“The Press Conference” ................................................................................ Countess Lily, Vlad and Ensemble
“Everything to Win” (Reprise) ......................................................................... Anya
“Still”/“The Neva Flows” (Reprise) ................................................................. Gleb, Anya and Ensemble
Finale ................................................................................................................... Anya, Dmitry and Company

ORCHESTRA

Conductor: LAWRENCE GOLDBERG
Keyboard 1 – JOSH CULLEN; Assistant Conductor/Keyboard 2 – VALERIE GEBERT;
Violin/Concertmaster – David Lamse
Violin/Viola – JIHYUN KIM; Cello – DANIEL THOMAS; Bass – JEAN POSEKANY;
Reed 1 – ED CLIFFORD; Reed 2 – DONELL SNYDER; Trumpet – DEREK LOCKHART;
Horn 1 – DAVID DENNISTON; Trombone – AVA ORDMAN; Percussion – STEVE WULFF;
Local Musicians Contractor – RICHARD SHERMAN;

Music Coordinator: MICHAEL AARONS
Keyboard Programmer: RANDY COHEN
WHO’S WHO IN THE CAST

LILA COOGAN (Anya). Broadway: Mary Poppins. Regional: Hairspray (Syracuse Stage). Television: ABC’s “What Would You Do?”. BFA in Musical Theatre, Syracuse University. Love and thanks to the Anastasia team, Telsey + Co., The Krasny Office, teachers, family especially mom & dad, Adrian, and everyone who has supported me. For Aunt Val. Lilacoogan.com, @lilcoogs

STEPHEN BROWER (Dmitry) is beyond thrilled to take this show on the road. Broadway: Anastasia (Ensemble, u/s Dmitry). Tour: An American in Paris (Adam Hochberg), Pippin (Swing, u/s Pippin). Immense thanks to the producers and creative team for their trust and open-mindedness; and to Texas State, BRS/Gage, and my chosen family for helping me make this dream a reality. @stephenbrower

JASON MICHAEL EVANS (Gleb). New York: Sondheim’s Passion at CSC, On Your Toes at Encores!. Regional: PCLO, Ogunquit Playhouse, Drury Lane Chicago, Stages St. Louis. TV: “Madame Secretary”, “The Good Family”. Immeasurable love to my incredible family and friends, Kathryn, TalentWorks, Maxime, Isabelle, Telsey+Co, Yadiel Molina and everyone at Anastasia. Home. Love. Family. CG4L. @jasonmichaelevans


BRIANNA ABRUZZO (Ensemble, Maria Romanov, Marfa, u/s Odette in Swan Lake). Credits: An American in Paris (1st National Tour), Carousel (Broadway Revival Lab), West Side Story at Asolo Rep (Graziella), Miami City Ballet, LA Dance Project. Training: The School of American Ballet. maidenminstrrel.com @briannaabruzzo

VICTORIA BINGHAM (Little Anastasia, Alexei Romanov) is thrilled to be playing her dream role on tour! Credits include Annie (Molly), The Sound of Music (Gretl), The Jungle Book, Christmas Carol, and Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat. Thanks to mom, dad, nana, Talia, Telsey + Co, Lisa Calli, Barry Kolker, Amanda Flynn, Kat Ramsburg, Rick Rea, DMO and UDA. @officialtorib


ALISON EWING (Ensemble, u/s Dowager Empress, u/s Countess Lily). Broadway: Mamma Mia!, Cabaret. National Tours: An American in Paris, Cabaret, Mamma Mia!, Flashdance. Regional: Hand To God (San Jose Stage), Sweet Charity (Center Rep), Harold & Maude, Emma, and Big River (TheatreWorks).

PETER GARZA (Ensemble, Doorman, u/s Gleb). Regional: West Side Story (Chino/Dance Captain) at the New London Barn Playhouse, A Chorus Line (Paul) at the Lexington Theatre Company, and Jerome Robbins’ Broadway (Ensemble) at the MUNY. IG: peetah_g123

JEREMIAH GINN (Swing, u/s Vlad). National Tour: A Chorus Line. Off-Broadway/NYC: Anything Goes, Murder for Two. Regional: Goodspeed Opera House, The MUNY, Stages St. Louis, Gulfshore Playhouse. BFA from BYU. @jeremiahginn jeremiahginn.com

BRETT-MARCO GLAUSER (Ensemble, u/s Dmitry). National tour debut! Regional credits include Goodspeed Opera House, Walnut Street Theatre, Riverside Theatre, and Fireside Theatre. Proud graduate of Pace University’s BFA in Commercial Dance. Endless thanks to Craig and everyone on the Anastasia team, Penny, Brian, and the Wham-Bam Glauser Fam. @bmcglauser

LUCY HORTON (Ensemble, Tsarina Alexandra, u/s Countess Lily) is thrilled to be joining the Anastasia family! Tour: Bridges of Madison County, CATS. Favorite regional:
WHO’S WHO IN THE CAST

Mary Poppins (FLMTF), Chasing Rainbows (Goodspeed), CATS. Thanks team Boals! Love to Mum, Dad, Jo and Ted. @lhorton


FRED INKLEY (Ensemble, Gorlinsky, Count Leopold, u/s Vlad). Broadway: Les Miserables (Valjean), Annie (FDR), Addams Family (Lurch). Tour: Beauty and the Beast (Beast), Little Mermaid (King Triton), and more! Fredinkley.com. Love to Mom, Tori, Zach, Kiersten, and Maddie!

KOURTNEY KEITT (Ensemble, Tatiana Romanov, Dunya). An American in Paris (Ogunquit Playhouse), Evita (Asolo Repertory Theater), Oklahoma! (Arrow Rock Lyceum Theatre), Broadway Bounty Hunter (Barrington Stage). Kourtney thanks LDC Artist Representation and her family. @kourtney_keitt

BETH STAFFORD LAIRD (Swing, u/s Anya). Tours: Newsies, Beauty and the Beast (Internatl’l), Ghost. Favorite regional: Newsies (Katherine Plumber), Anything Goes (Hope), Mamma Mia (Ali), Nikola Tesla Drops the Beat (Anna), The Little Mermaid (Ariel), Sweeney Todd (Johanna).

MARK MacKILLOP (Ensemble, Prince Siegfried). Originally from Vancouver, Mark danced 3 seasons with the Atlanta Ballet before moving to NYC to pursue theater. West Side Story Intl Tour (Riff), Dirty Dancing US Tour. Mark is excited to be a part of Anastasia. @markmackillop

KENNETH MICHAEL MURRAY (Swing, Dance Captain). Broadway: Anastasia, Paramour. Tours: An American in Paris (First National). Regional: The Little Mermaid (The Muny) West Side Story (PSF). Recent graduate from Adelphi University (BFA in Dance). Many thanks to Telsey & Co., BLOC NYC, my family, & Jessica! @kennethmichael

TAYLOR QUICK (Ensemble, Young Anastasia, Paulina, u/s Anya). Thoroughly Modern Millie (Millie, Goodspeed), Oklahoma! (Laurey, Ogunquit), Hairspray (Penny, Maltz Jupiter), Grand Hotel (Flammchen), Sound of Music (Liesl). Distinguished Young Woman AR 2012. TCU Alum. Love to family; thank you DGRW and Telsey + Co. Rejoice Always. @taylorlquick

CLAIRE RATHBUN (Ensemble, Olga Romanov, Odette in Swan Lake). Theatre credits include; Broadway: CATS (Victoria) Off-Broadway/ Workshops: Little Dancer (Chantal, Marie u/s) Regional Theatre: On the Town (Ivy). Rathbun danced with the Washington Ballet in D.C and performed at the Kennedy Center for two seasons. @clairerathbun


MATT ROSELL (Ensemble, u/s Dmitry) is thrilled to be part of the Anastasia family. Recent credits include: Les Misérables (Bway/Tour), South Pacific (Cable), TV/Film: “Marvelous Mrs. Maisel” and “Glee” (pilot). Love to the Rosell Clan, friends, 44 West Management, & Avalon. This is for you Bubbe. @mattrossell

SAREEN TCHEKMEDYAN (Swing, u/s Odette in Swan Lake). National Tour Debut! Previous company: Sarasota Ballet. Thank you to the incredible team of Anastasia and Telsey for believing in me. Endless love to my family, friends, teachers and Derik. @sareentchek

ADDISON MACKYNZIE VALENTINO (u/s Little Anastasia, Alexei Romanov) is thrilled to be making her National Tour debut! Special thanks to Telsey & Co., the Anastasia family, Shirley Grant Management, Amelia, Denise, DMO, Yorktown Stage, and my amazing family & friends! @AddisonMValentino

TERRENCE McNALLY (Book) is a recipient of the Dramatists Guild Lifetime Achievement Award. He has won four Tony Awards for his plays Love! Valour! Compassion! and Master Class and his musical books for Kiss of the Spider Woman and Ragtime. In 1996 he was inducted into the Theater Hall of Fame, and in 2018 he was elected to the American Academy of Arts and Letters. He is a member of The Dramatists Guild, Inc.

STEPHEN FLAHERTY & LYNN AHRENS (Music & Lyrics) have been collaborators since 1983. They won Tony, Drama Desk and Outer Critics Circle Awards for Broadway’s Ragtime, and their show Once On This Island won the 2018 Tony Award for Best Revival of a Musical. They were nominated for two Academy Awards and two Golden Globes for the score of Twentieth Century Fox’s animated feature film Anastasia and they are three-time Grammy nominees. Other Broadway credits include:
Seussical, Rocky, My Favorite Year, Chita Rivera: The Dancer's Life, the 2009 revival of Ragtime and the current Anastasia; Lincoln Center Theater's A Man of No Importance, Dessa Rose and The Glorious Ones; Off-Broadway: Lucky Stiff; Kennedy Center world premiere of Little Dancer. Individually, Ms. Ahrens wrote book and lyrics for Madison Square Garden’s A Christmas Carol. She has won the Lilly Award for Lyrics and the Emmy Award for her extensive work in television, including the animated series "Schoolhouse Rock". Mr. Flaherty composed the score for the recent dance musical In Your Arms (Old Globe), the musical Loving Repeating (Jefferson Award, Best New Musical), incidental music for Neil Simon's Proposals (Broadway), and has many film and concert credits. Ahrens and Flaherty received the Oscar Hammerstein Award for Lifetime Achievement and are members of the Theater Hall of Fame. Council, Dramatists Guild of America. www.ahrensandflaherty.com

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX (Inspired by the Motion Pictures). One of the world’s largest producers and distributors of motion pictures, Twentieth Century Fox Film includes the component units Twentieth Century Fox, Fox 2000 Pictures, Fox Searchlight Pictures, Fox International Productions and Twentieth Century Fox Animation. Fox Stage Productions, the live theatre production division of the studio, has offices in New York and Los Angeles and is currently developing numerous legitimate stage properties based on iconic motion pictures in the Fox library, including Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Mrs. Doubtfire and The Devil Wears Prada, among others.

DARKO TRESNJAK (Director) won the 2014 Tony, Drama Desk and Outer Critics Circle awards for A Gentleman's Guide to Love & Murder starring Jefferson Mays, and a 2015 Obie Award for The Killer starring Michael Shannon. Favorite productions include The Ghosts of Versailles with Patti LuPone and Patricia Racette at Los Angeles Opera; The Merchant of Venice with F. Murray Abraham at TFANA and RSC; Titus Andronicus with John Vickery at the Stratford Festival; and The Skin of Our Teeth with Marian Seldes and Kristine Nielsen at WTF. This season, he is making his Metropolitan Opera debut with Samson et Dalila.


ALEXANDER DODGE (Scenic Design). Broadway: Anastasia (Outer Critics nom.), A Gentleman’s Guide to Love & Murder (Tony, Drama Desk, Outer Critics noms.), Present Laughter (Tony nom.), Old Acquaintance, Butley and Hedda Gabler. Off-Broadway: Harry Clarke (Vineyard) The Liar (CSC); Ripcord (MTC); Rapture, Blister, Burn (Playwrights); Lips Together, Teeth Apart (Second Stage); Observe the Sons of Ulster… (LCT, Lortel winner). West End: All New People. Opera: Samson et Dalila (Met), Thirteenth Child (Santa Fe), The Ghosts of Versailles (L.A. Opera), Dinner at Eight (Minnesota & Wexford), Il Trattico (Berlin). Training: Yale.

LINDA CHO (Costume Design). Broadway: Lifespan of a Fact, Anastasia (Tony Nom), A Gentlemen’s Guide to Love & Murder (Tony Award); The Velocity of Autumn. Over 200 regional and international design credits in theatre, dance and opera. Recipient of the Craig Noel Award, Connecticut Critic Circle Award, Irene Sharaff Young Master Award, Ruth Morely Design Award. Nominations from Outer Critics Circle, Drama Desk, Lucille Lortel, Henry Hewes, Elliot Norton, Bay Area, Robby, IRNE and Jeff awards. Linda sits on the Advisory Committee for the American Theater Wing. MFA, Yale School of Drama. lindacho.com

DONALD HOLDER (Lighting Design). Broadway: over 50 productions; two Tony Awards (The Lion King and South Pacific) and 13 Tony nominations. Recent projects include My Fair Lady, M Butterfly, Oslo, She Loves Me, Fiddler on the Roof, The King and I, On the Twentieth Century, The Bridges of Madison County, Golden Boy, Spiderman: Turn Off the Dark, Ragtime, Movin’ Out, Bullets Over Broadway, The Boy From Oz, Thoroughly Modern Millie, many others. Television: “Smash,” seasons 1 and 2 (NBC-Dreamworks). Film: Oceans Eight.

PETER HYLENSKI (Sound Design). Grammy, Olivier, five time Tony nominated. Selected Designs include: Frozen, Anastasia, Once On This Island, Something Rotten!, Rock of Ages, After Midnight, Motown, The Scottsboro Boys, Side Show, Rocky, Bullets Over Broadway, Shrek the Musical, On A Clear Day…, Lend Me A Tenor,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-Changin’. Television: “Jesus Christ Superstar Live”. Boat, Sunday in the Park with George, Spongebob the Musical, Sweet Charity, Pre-Broadway: Kong King (Hamburg, Stuttgart), at Wynn Las Vegas, Ragtime (London), Rocky Das Musical (Hamburg, Stuttgart), King Kong (Melbourne).</td>
<td>CHELLES G. LaPOINTE (Wig/Hair Design). Over 85 Broadway shows including: Hamilton, The Band’s Visit, Beautiful, Anastasia, SpongeBob SquarePants (2018 Drama Desk Award Outstanding Wig and Hair Design); Summer: The Donna Summer Musical; Torch Song Trilogy; Amélie; Motown the Musical; A Gentleman’s Guide...; The Color Purple; In the Heights. Upcoming Broadway: The Cher Show; Beetlejuice. Television: &quot;The Wiz Live!&quot; (Emmy Award Nomination); &quot;Jesus Christ Superstar Live!&quot; (Emmy Award Nomination); &quot;Bluebloods&quot;; &quot;American Crime&quot;; &quot;Maddoff&quot;; &quot;Hairspray&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOE DULUDE II (Makeup Design). Broadway/ West End: Wicked, Beautiful. Broadway: Spongebob the Musical, Summer: The Musical, Sunday in the Park with George, Anastasia, Holiday Inn, Allegiance, If/Then, Follies, etc. Pre-Broadway: Beetlejuice. Off Broadway: Sweet Charity, Into the Woods, Wild Party, Show Boat. Television: &quot;Jesus Christ Superstar Live&quot;. Film: The Discovery, Manhattan by the Sea, Ghostbusters. Adjunct Faculty: Muhlenberg College, Hartt School. <a href="http://www.joe2design.com">www.joe2design.com</a></td>
<td>DAVID CHASE (Dance Arranger) has been Dance Arranger, Music Director and/or Music Supervisor for 35 original Broadway productions. Also several West End shows, Radio City Music Hall, Lyric Opera of Chicago, Boston Pops. TV: Music Director/Arranger for NBC’s “The Sound of Music” and “Peter Pan” (Emmy nominations for both). Grammy nod for Nice Work album. Music training: Harvard Biology degree.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**WHO'S WHO IN THE COMPANY**


PATRICIA L. GRABB (Production Stage Manager). Broadway: The Cripple of Inishmaan. Film: Newsies. National Tours: Newsies, A Christmas Story, Mary Poppins, We Will Rock You, Young Frankenstein, 101 Dalmatians, Jesus Christ Superstar, Evita, Cats, A Christmas Carol, Miss Saigon. International Tour: Swing! (Japan) Other credits: Here Lies Love at Seattle Repertory Theatre, Papermill Playhouse, PA Centre Stage. BFA Stage Management, Penn State University. Love to her family.


ELLEN GOLDBERG (Assistant Stage Manager). Broadway: She Loves Me, Dames at Sea, Gigi. Off-Broadway: The Last Match, Sell/Buy/Date, Ghost Stories, A Month in the Country, Kung Fu, Fun Home. Regional: Soft Power (Center Theatre Group); Dangerous House, Where Storms Are Born (Williamstown Theatre Festival); Cloud 9 (Hartford Stage); Little Dancer (The Kennedy Center). Graduate of Fordham College at Lincoln Center. For Grandma Rose.

DENNY DANIELLO (Company Manager). Celebrates more than 20 years on the road! National Tours: The Humans, Cabaret, Rodgers + Hammerstein’s Cinderella, Anything Goes, West Side Story, Grease, The Drowsy Chaperone, Sweet Charity, Little Women, Chicago, The Exonerated, The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas. For the best nephews—Dylan and Rocco—ever!

AURORA PRODUCTIONS (Production Management). Apologia; Anastasia (Broadway and tour); Beetlejuice; Bernhardt/ Hamlet; Book of Mormon (Broadway and tour); Frozen; Head Over Heels; Hello Dolly (tour); Mean Girls; Network; School of Rock; Springsteen On Broadway; The Ferryman; The Waverly Gallery; Tootsie; Usual Girls. Aurora has been providing technical supervision and production management to the entertainment industry since 1989.

RCI THEATRICALS (General Manager). Broadway Productions include American Son, Torch Song, Children of a Lesser God, Fiddler on the Roof, The Visit, You Can’t Take It With You, All the Way, Bullets Over Broadway, Lady Day at Emerson’s Bar & Grill, Rodgers + Hammerstein’s Cinderella, The Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess, August: Osage County. Upcoming: Jagged Little Pill and Hadestown. Thanks, Tamar. www.rcitheatricals.com

BOND THEATRICAL GROUP (Marketing & Publicity Direction) is a fully independent Booking, Marketing and Publicity company for live entertainment productions. Current tour booking and marketing projects include Blue Man Group, CATS, Cruel Intentions, Girl from the North Country, Jesus Christ Superstar, Latin History for Morons, Once on This Island, Spamilton and Tap Dogs. Current marketing and publicity projects include Anastasia, The Band’s Visit, Dear Evan Hansen, Dr. Seuss’ Grinch..., Escape to Margaritaville, Fiddler on the Roof and marketing services for The Phantom of the Opera on Broadway.

THE BOOKING GROUP (Tour Booking Agency). Since its inception in 1996, The Booking Group has represented 25 Tony Award-winning Best Musicals and Plays. Current touring productions include: Hamilton; Anastasia; Come From Away; Dear Evan Hansen; Hello, Dolly! starring Betty Buckley; The Book of Mormon; School of Rock; Waitress; On Your Feet!; Rent: The 20th Anniversary Tour; Fiddler on the Roof; The Play That Goes Wrong; The Color Purple and Irving Berlin’s White Christmas. Future productions include: Mean Girls; My Fair Lady; Pretty Woman; The Cher Show; To Kill a Mockingbird and Tootsie.

STAGE ENTERTAINMENT (Producer). Founded in 1998 by Dutch television and theatre entrepreneur Joop van den Ende. Stage Entertainment is a first-class theatrical production company focusing on musical theatre in Europe. It owns and operates a network of 20 theatres where it mostly produces musicals developed by international partners and its creative teams. With offices in the Netherlands, Germany, the U.K., Spain, Russia and Italy, SE produces some of the best-known titles in musical theatre including The Lion King, Mamma Mia! and Phantom of the Opera. The Management Board consists of Arthur de Bo (CEO), Marijn de Wit (CFO) and Fleur Mooren-la Bastide (COO). Stage Entertainment is widely known for the exceptional quality of its shows and the warm hospitality extended to its audiences. Visit stage-entertainment.com

BILL TAYLOR (Producer). After five years working in the music business with Iron Maiden, Bill joined the Really Useful Group in 1989. As CEO of RUG (1997–2005), he oversaw
productions of over 30 shows around the world including Cats, The Phantom of the Opera, Jesus Christ Superstar, Joseph... Dreamcoat and Sunset Boulevard. In 2001, he acquired, for RUG, 13 West End theatres including the London Palladium and Theatre Royal Drury Lane. As CEO of Stage Entertainment UK/USA (2005–2016), his West End, Broadway and touring U.K./U.S. productions include Hairspray (Olivier Award), Strictly Come Dancing, Disney’s High School Musical, Sister Act (Olivier, Tony nomination), Rocky, and Anastasia. Love to Will and Sophie.

TOM KIRDAHY (Producer) is currently producing Anastasia on Broadway and The Jungle and The Inheritance in the West End. In 2017, he produced Edward Albee’s The Goat, or Who Is Sylvia? in the West End. He was the lead producer of the 2015 Broadway hit It’s Only a Play starring Nathan Lane and Matthew Broderick and the Tony Award nominated Kander and Ebb musical The Visit starring Chita Rivera. Off-Broadway he produced the NY Times Critic’s Pick White Rabbit Red Rabbit. Additional nominations: Mothers and Sons, After Midnight, Ragtime and Master Class. He is a founding director of Berwin Lee New York Playwrights, Inc. As an attorney, Kirdahy spent nearly two decades providing free legal services full time to people living with HIV/AIDS and served for many years on the Executive Committee of the NYC LGBT Center. Chairperson, Broadway League Government Relations Committee. Upcoming projects include Hadestown and The White Chip.

HUNTER ARNOLD (Producer). Broadway: Pretty Woman, Gettin’ the Band Back Together, Once On This Island (Tony Award), Dear Evan Hansen (Tony Award), Kinky Boots (Tony Award), Deaf West’s Spring Awakening (Tony nomination), The Visit (Tony nomination), and many others. Upcoming: Hadestown, The Inheritance, The Jungle.

50 CHURCH STREET PRODUCTIONS (Producer) is led by Rick Costello and Jack Jennott. Broadway credits include A Gentleman’s Guide to Love & Murder (Tony Award), The Trip to Bountiful (Tony nomination) and Gore Vidal’s The Best Man. Touring productions include A Gentleman’s Guide to Love & Murder and Hair. Rick and Jack are also both directors at the Tony Award-winning Hartford Stage Company.

SHUBERT ORGANIZATION (Producer). Since its founding in 1900, The Shubert Organization has been in the forefront of the American theatre. Under the leadership of Philip J. Smith, Chairman, and Robert E. Wankel, President, The Shubert Organization owns and operates 17 Broadway theatres and six Off-Broadway venues. The company has produced and co-produced hundreds of plays and musicals.


CARL DAIKELER (Producer). Broadway: Once on This Island (Tony Award), Anastasia, Gettin’ the Band Back Together, Disaster!, Deaf West Theatre’s Spring Awakening (Tony nomination), The Visit (Tony nomination), It’s Only a Play, The Bridges of Madison County, and Macbeth. Daikeler spent his teens working at his family’s Bucks County Playhouse and is CEO/Co-Founder of Beachbody.com

WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC (Producer) is the global music publishing company of Warner Music Group and is home to a vast array of legendary songwriters including Lynn Ahrens and Stephen Flaherty. With offices in more than 40 countries, Warner/Chappell provides deep expertise across a range of creative services and the most innovative opportunities for its songwriters.

42ND.CLUB (Producer) is a Tony Award-winning club for Broadway investors. Principals include Tom McGrath, Kenneth Kades, Mady Kades and Claire Kenny. www.42nd.club/join

PHIL KENNY (Producer) is a technology transactions attorney at Arcus LLC. www.arcuslaw.com


WHO’S WHO IN THE COMPANY

*Fuerzabruta, COOKIN’/NANTA and Peter Pan-Immersive.*

**UMEDA ARTS THEATRE** (Producer). Theatrical producing company that owns and operates two theatres in Osaka. UAT has been successfully providing live entertainment from the world market, including theatre, musicals, etc. to Osaka, Tokyo and many other cities around Japan.

**PETER MAY** (Producer) is President and Founding Partner of Trian Partners, an investment firm. Co-producer of *King Kong*, *Tootsie*, *Waitress; An American in Paris; The Humans* (Tony); *A View From the Bridge* (Tony); *Hello, Dolly!*; *The Elephant Man; Cinderella; Passing Strange; Sweet Smell of Success*; and many more. He is also a strong supporter of not-for-profit theatre.

**DAVID MIRVISH** (Producer) is a theatrical producer who operates four theatres in Toronto. Mirvish Productions has produced plays and musicals throughout Canada, on Broadway and in London’s West End, and presented over 800 touring productions in the city of Toronto.

**SANDI MORAN** (Producer) is a founding patron of Opera Naples and trustee for the Naples Winter Wine Festival. Broadway credits include *Once On This Island* (Tony Award), *Allegiance*, Deaf West Theatre’s *Spring Awakening* and *The Visit*.

**SEOUl BROADCASTING SYSTEM** (Producer). SBS is Korea’s leading media and entertainment company which made its Broadway producing debut with *Anastasia*. SBS co-produces musicals, concerts and exhibitions and is credited in almost every large-scale shows in Korea including Matilda, Seoul Jazz Festival and Kooza.


**SALLY CADE HOLMES** (Producer) proudly made her Broadway producing debut on *Anastasia*. Other credits include: *Puffs (or Seven Increasingly Eventful Years at a Certain School of Magic and Magic)*; Associate Producer at Tom Kirdahy Productions; Line Producer of Oregon Shakespeare Festival’s *Play On!* initiative; Producing Associate at Williamstown Theatre Festival; WP Theatre 2016-2018 Producing Lab. www.sallycadeholmes.com


**VAN DEAN** (Producer) is a Tony- and Grammy-winning producer of 12 Broadway shows and 150 albums. Gratitude to *Anastasia* producing partner, Mia Moravis.


**HARTFORD STAGE** (Regional Premiere) is led by Artistic Director Darko Tresnjak and Managing Director Michael Stotts. In addition to *Anastasia*, Hartford Stage has presented the world premieres of *A Gentleman’s Guide to Love and Murder*, winner of four 2014 Tony Awards including Best Musical; Quiara Alegría Hudes’ *Water by the Spoonful* (Pulitzer Prize); over 75 new plays and musicals over its 55 year history. hartfordstage.org
ANASTASIA TOUR STAFF

GENERAL MANAGEMENT
RGI THEATRICALS
David R. Richards
Beverly Edwards  Katrina Elliott
Floyd Sklaver  Georgina Ratnatunga  Matt Tolbert
Ben Diskanst  Baily Blanchard  Gabby Stuart

COMPANY MANAGER
Denny Daniello

MARKETING & PUBLICITY DIRECTION
BOND THEATRICAL GROUP
DJ Martin  Temah Higgins
Marc Viscardi  Mahaley Jacobs  Matthew Lerner
Nicholas Jaech  Rada Angelova
Alison Mazer  Wendy Roberts  Tamme Ward

TOUR BOOKING AGENCY
THE BOOKING GROUP
Merideth Blair  Kara Gehbart
Laura Kolarik
www.thebookinggroup.com

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
AURORA PRODUCTIONS
Ben Heller  Chris Minnick  Isaac Katzanek
Ryan Murphy  Steven Dalton  David J. Elmer
Liza Luxenberg  Geoff Quart  Luke Ricca
Hannah Cava  Martin Appello  Ben King
Michael Shannon  Cori Gardner  Gene D’Onofrio

CASTING
TELSEY + COMPANY
Craig Burns, CSA  Lauren Harris
Meghan Ryan

PRODUCTION STAGE MANAGER .... PATRICIA L. GRABB
Stage Manager ................................................................. Rachel E. Winfield
Assistant Stage Manager .................................................... Ellen Goldberg
Assistant Company Manager ............................................. Aaron DiFrancia
Associate Director ....................................................... Sarah Hartmann
Associate Choreographer ................................................ Bill Burns
Dance Captain ............................................................... Kenneth Michael Murray
Fight Director ............................................................... Jeff Barry
Fight Captain ............................................................... Rachel E. Winfield
Vocal and Text Coach ...................................................... Claudia Hill
Associate Scenic Designer ................................................ Ann Beyerdsdorfer
Assistant Scenic Designers .............................................. Gabriel Firestone, Lawrence E. Moten III, Alexander Woodward
Associate Costume Designer .......................................... Ricky Lurie
Assistant Costume Designer ........................................... Robert Croghan, Sydney Gallas, Robin L. McGee
Costume Shoppers .......................................................... Kitty Cassetti, Annie Le
Associate Lighting Designer ............................................ Vivien Leone
Assistant Lighting Designer .............................................. Kaillym Brenn
Associate Production Designer ....................................... Nick Graci
Projection Animators ..................................................... Gabriel Aronson, Kevan Loney, George Reee
Video Programmer .......................................................... Tao Li
Moving Lighting Programmer ........................................... Brad Gray
Production Carpenter ..................................................... David “Pfish” Terry
Production Electrician ..................................................... Justin Freeman
Production Properties Supervisor ..................................... Emilio Pares
Production Sound Supervisor .......................................... Walter E. Shaffer
Associate Sound ............................................................. Jana L. Hoglund
Production Audio ............................................................ Phil Lojo, Simon Matthews
Production Video ............................................................ Ian Crawford
Music Coordinator ........................................................ Michael Aarons
Keyboard Programmer .................................................... Randy Cohen
Assistant Keyboard Programmer ...................................... Jeremy King, Sam Starobin, Taylor Williams
Copist ................................................................. Russ Bartmus
Rehearsal Pianists .......................................................... Josh Cullen, Valerie Gebert, Steven Matone

HEAD CARPENTER ........ DAVID “PFISH” TERRY
Assistant Carpenter/Flyman ......................................... Christopher Belanger
Assistant Carpenter ....................................................... Sarah Walker
Head Electrician ............................................................. Billy Paton
Assistant Electricians ..................................................... Quentin Mariano, Ian Wright
Head Audio ................................................................. Allison Ebling
Assistant Audio ............................................................... Gaven Wedemeyer
Head Props ................................................................. Nikki Lalonde
Assistant Props .............................................................. Lucy Briggs
Walkrobe Supervisor ..................................................... Matty Kelbaugh
Assistant Wardrobe ....................................................... Curtis Kelly
Hair Supervisor ............................................................. Kathleen A. Evans
Child Guardian ............................................................ Melissa Waters
Production Assistants .................................................... Shayna Penn, Christopher Kee Anaya-Gorman
Teaching Services/Tutor ................................................ On Location Tutoring, Melissa Waters
Physical Therapy ............................................................ NEURO TOUR Physical Therapy, Inc.
Medical Director .......................................................... Dr. Craig Weil
Production Photographer ................................................ Matthew Murphy
Legal Counsel ............................................................... Levine, Polinik & Menin
Accounting ................................................................. Withum Smith + Brown, PC
Payroll ................................................................. Checks + Balances
Trucking ................................................................. Clark Transfer
Merchandising .............................................................. The Arcana Group

For TOM KIRDAHY PRODUCTIONS
Associate Producer .......................................................... Sally Cadle Holmes
Creative Associate ............................................................ Alexander Crawford
Office Assistants .......................................................... Sam Myers, Joshua Gitla

SPECIAL THANKS
Stephen Flaherty and Lynn Ahrens would like to thank Neil Costa and Trevor Hardwick.

CREDITS
Scenery built, painted, and automated by Show Motion, Inc., Milford, Connecticut; Props by BrenBri Properties; Lighting equipment by PRG Lighting; Sound equipment by PRG Audio; Voice over recording at Kilgore Recording; Video equipment by Sound Associates, Inc.; Costumes Executed by: Eric Winterling Inc.; Redthreaded; Kroystone Studio; Jennifer Love Studio; Sew Good it Hurts; Primadonna Tutus Inc.; Anicete designs, Brat’Tenders; Uniformal Wearhouse; Millenary and Crafts Executed by: Arnold Levine Inc; Danny Logan; Jess Gersz; Cariny Wells Studio; Randy Carfango Production; Shoes Executed by: LaDuca Shoes; Worldtide Dance Shoes. Costume studio assistant: Ryan Neary. Makeup by M+A+C.

Opening Night: October 12, 2018
Proctors, Schenectady, NY

Production housing & ground transportation by ROAD CONCIERGE, Lisa Morris, Julia Murphy, Brandon Jones
Travel Agency: Tzell Travel, Andi & Alan Henig, Jeanne Lafond

Rehearsed at THE 52ND STREET PROJECT, New York, NY

Technical Rehearsals and Previews held at PROCTORS in Schenectady, NY

www.AnastasiaTheMusical.com
Facebook: @AnastasiaBway
Twitter: @AnastasiaBway
Instagram: @AnastasiaBway

The Press Agents and Company Managers employed in this production are represented by the Association of Theatrical Press Agents & Managers.

The Musicians, Conductors, Music Preparation Personnel and Librarians employed in this production are members of the American Federation of Musicians of the United States and Canada.

The Backstage employees are represented by the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees (or I.A.T.S.E.).

The Director and Choreographer are members of the Society of Stage Directors and Choreographers, Inc., an independent national labor union.

United Scenic Artists represents designers and scenic artists for the American Theatre.

This production is produced by a member of The Broadway League in collaboration with our professional union-represented employees.
East Lansing engagement is welcomed by Farm Bureau Insurance; Jackson National Life Insurance Company; Portnoy and Tu, DDS, PC; Tri-Star Trust Bank; and Warner Norcross + Judd LLP.
Michael J. Brand, Executive Director

Inspire the mind, move the soul.

We believe that art is integral to living a rich, full, purposeful life. We exist to inspire and connect with the creative spirit in all of us...one student, one performance, one community at a time.
WHARTON CIRCLE

Wharton Center gratefully recognizes our Circle Members for their philanthropic contribution to Wharton Center’s general fund. Donations are used each season to support operating expenses not covered through ticket sales.

BENEFACTORS CIRCLE ($100,000 & above)
** MSU Federal Credit Union
Prophet

PRODUCERS CIRCLE ($50,000 & above)
** Delta Dental of Michigan

DIRECTORS CIRCLE ($25,000 & above)
Farm Bureau Insurance
Jackson National Life Insurance Company
* Disney

EMERALD CIRCLE ($10,000 & above)
** Erth & John Anthony
Linda K. Arens
Dennis & Donna Blue
Frank & Sharon Bustamante
April M. Globes & Glen F. Brough
** Sheri & Stephen Constantin

Jack & Susan Davis
** Patricia Geoghegan
Dr. James G. & Susan K. Herman
** Mrs. Annie D. Holmes
Tracy Johnson
Bill & Jan Kahl
Hari Kern
Bob & Bonnie Knutson
Sarah & Will Maldonado
Nancy Passanante
Deborah & David Porter
Dr. Joyce G. & Jimmy G. Putnam
Drs. Lou Anna K. & Roy J. Simon
Sharon K. Skinner
** David Slater & Julia Goatzley

Businesses
Anonymous
Ingham County and the Arts Council of Greater Lansing
Auto-Owners Insurance
The Christman Company
The Doctors Company
* Greaval Law PLLC
McLaren Greater Lansing
Michigan Council for Arts and Cultural Affairs and National Endowment for the Arts
** Retailers Insurance Company
Wharton Center Gift Shop

RUBY CIRCLE ($7,500 & above)
Ken & Sandy Beall
Todd Maneal
Melissa & Dan McCance
P. Chad & Rebecca Myers
Dr. E. James & Geri Potchen

SAPPHIRE CIRCLE ($5,000 & above)
Gerald & Jean Aben
** Sally & Ralph Beebe

GARNET CIRCLE ($3,750 & above)
Janet Allman-Trumbull, Ph.D.
** George T. Trumbull
Donna & Bobby Barker
** Scott R. & Lynne M. Burnett
** Lynette & Robert Davison
** Robin & Sharron Fruci
** Melody & Frederick Hasselback
** Victoria & Kevin Kell
** Michael & Betty Moore
** Katherine & George Noirot
Susan Palac
** Scott & Stacey Schabel
Diane & James Shaheen
Karen E. Spak & Dale K. Howe
* Gary L. Stone
Mary & Arthur Sundeen
** Christine & Michael Swords
Helen & Robert Ward
* Dr. & Mrs. James Zito

Businesses
Arts Midwest Touring Fund
BZEMS Group at Merrill Lynch
** Plante Moran, PLLC
Wharton Center Inner Circle

DIAMOND CIRCLE ($2,500 & above)
Anonymous
Dr. Beth Alexander
** Allyse & David Anderson
* Dr. James Bader & Merri Van Dyke
** Laurie & Lawrence Bass
Bob & Tami Bauer
Thomas & David Block-Easterday
Michele Bourwell
Peggy & Mike Brand
** Carol Brannan
John & Martha Brick
Suzanne & Bruce Caltrider
* Barry J. Carr
** Dr. Paul H. & Carol B. Conn
DeDe & Rick Coy
James & Patricia Croom
** Eileen Ellis
Sandy & Gary Evans
Judith & Sam Eyde
Drs. Jodi S. Flanders & James H. Deering
** Gloria & Robert Foden
Erin Frisch & Andrew Hagman
** Matthew Frisch & Family
Betty Gadalet
** Nancy Gibson
Dr. Charles & Marjorie Gliozzo
Alan D. Godfrey
Dawn Ann Gribben
Sally & Jeffrey Harrold
Dave Havrilla & Karen Bush Havrilla
Donald & Jan Hines
Patty & John Hollenbeck
Mark & Marcia Hooper
James & Rosalie Huber
Bob Hughes & Dianne Sheppard
** Teri & William Hull
** Laurie & Tomas Hult
Mr. Stuart P. Jeffares & Dr. Kim Coleman
Cheryl & Samuel Knox
Barbara & Thomas Kovachic
Jackie & Bill Lack

Donors since our 1982-83 Opening Season appear in boldface.

* New Donor
** Donors who have increased support to new membership levels.
WHARTON CIRCLE

- Jane & David Ledebuhr
- Don Le Duc & Susan Coley
- Vivian Leung & James Syce
- Georgia Markakis
- Melanie & Benjamin McGuire
- Marvin McKinney
- Margaret F. Metzger
- Marianne Miller
- James M. & Sue O. Miller

David & Karen Noe
- Marilyn & George Nugent
- Vincent & Nicole Nystrom
- Brad & Barbara J. Oyer
- Mr. & Mrs. James D. Parish
- Lori Shader-Patterson & Roman Patterson
- Dr. James J. & Mrs. Debra L. Perry
- Drs. William & Linda Peterson
- Mary Beth & John Pirich
- Mary & Edward Ploor
- Victor Rauch & Ellen DeRosia
- Gary Reetz & Barb Stone Reetz
- Nancy & Mitchell Rinek
- Julie & Rolland Scheels
- Dr. Lawrence & Mrs. Arlene Sierra
- Ronald & Mary Simon
- Mary & Jay Smith
- Harvey & Barbara Sparks
- Michael A. & Lynn D. Tanner
- Dr. Thomas & Teresa Tarn
- Frank & Arvil Tagge
- Sharon & Russell Thornton, II
- Bruce & Beverly Vandenberg
- Richard D. Weingartner
- Christine & Jeffrey West
- Brian & Denise Williams
- William Woodbury & Jody Young-Woodbury
- Judith A. & Dr. Paul M. Zack

Robert Zelmanski & Milo Woodard
- Lyn Donaldson Zynda

CRYSTAL CIRCLE ($1,500 & above)
- Anonymous
- Virginia P. & Bruce T. Allen
- Carol & Michael Anderson
- Sharon & Bruce Ashley
- Lynn & Michael Atkins
- Dr. Steven & Mrs. Janice Aubry
- Susan & Scott Baldwin
- Scott & Amy Basel
- Margie & Kenneth Bauer
- Kristina & Norman Beauchamp
- Leslie M. Behm
- Robert F. & Cheryl L. Best
- Nancy & Monty Bieber
- Judith & Snaart Biro
- Linda & James Bissell
- Drs. David & Diane Boes
- Charles & Kathleen Bonneau
- Cara A. Boucher
- Diane M. & Brian W. Brady
- David & Patricia Brogan
- Greg & Chrissie Brogan
- Virginia & Kenneth Brooks
- David B. Brower
- Rhonda & Michael Bueche
- Theresa & Joseph Butcher
- Jeanne Cargill
- Drs. Chu-Hsiang Chang & Russell Johnson
- Eleanor Chapin
- Sue & Mark Chatterley
- Gerry Lynne & Tom Chirgwin
- Matthew & Jessica Christensen
- Shannon & Matthew Cohen
- Wendy & Eric Cook
- Elaine V. Cowen
- David & Michelle Dart
- Dr. Christina D. Difonzo
- Lauri & Kevin Draggo
- Judith & Douglas Drake
- Judith Dunn
- Sharon Ellis & Mark Henne
- Eileen & Keith Evans
- Judith & Michael Flintoff
- Kathy E. Fore
- Gretchen & John Forsyth
- Helen K. & Charles J. Foster
- Van & Marci Fox
- Janet & Richard Fuller
- Mary Lou & Roland Gifford
- Jay Gillotte
- Dale & Susan Glynn
- Glenn & Trish Granger
- Pamela L. Gray
- Mr. & Mrs. John O. Grettenberger
- Mark & June Haas
- Debra J. Hahn
- Cindy Hales
- Joyce & Dennis Haner
- Vanessa & Steve Harkins
- Dale & Mary Harpstead
- Cynthia & Patrick Harrington
- Lawrence & Mary Hennessey
- Eric & Kristie Hewitt
- Bob & Michelle Hill

- Heidi & Joseph Holicki
- Barbara & Jerome Hubbach
- Brian Huggler & Ken Ross
- Jon P. Humiston
- Dr. Julie A. Dodds & William Humphrey
- Karin & Mark Jaeger
- Dr. Michael & Wendy James
- Dr. Rafael Javier & Dr. Mary P. Sharp
- Dr. Tom M. & Jane S. Johnson
- Timothy J. Johnson
- Reverend James & Jean Kocher
- Stephanie & Peter Kramer

Elaine Kritselis & Nicholas Kritselis
- Cathy & Craig Lazar
- Mike & Sue Leffler
- James Levande
- Jason Lilly & Dana Tarman-Lilly
- Kathryn E. Lindahl
- Donald Lodging & Sharon Watson
- Beth Lundy
- Katrina & Larry Mackley
- Dana & Michael Markey

Audrey Martin
- Van & Sharon Martin
- Pamela & Joseph Mauro
- Maria & James McEwony
- Marac McGill
- Drs. Carleen McGregur & William Perry Miller
- Judge David & Nancy McKeague

Richard D. McLellan, J.D.
- Barbara D. McMillan
- Richard & Susan Mermelstein
- Carleen & Russell Meska
- Ron McNell & Kathi Mikuuki
- David & Jill Mittleman
- Dr. Thomas K. & Sheila T. Moore
- C.A. & T.A. Morganbrail
- Beth Mueller
- Robert & Nancy Muhlbach
- Richard & Sonja Murdock
- Barbara & Stephen Musselman
- David & Marilyn Nusdorfer
- Donna & Gerald Oade
- Mary Lou O'Connell
- Dr. J. Keith & Helen Ostien
- W. Spencer Parshall
- Jon-Jay & Ross Pechta
- Drs. Chris & Debra Peterson
- Gay & Dwight Peterson
- Rodney & Therese Poland
- Brenda & Stephen Ramsby
- Mark Reckase
- Kery & John Roberts
- Albert Ross & Lori Jungbluth-Ross
- Anne Kelly-Rowley & Jerry Rowley
- Marcia & David Ryzstak
- Kay & Chuck Sargent
- Zilda Seidenberg
- Susan & James Setas
- C. Edward Sherry
- Dr. S. Paul Singh
- Dr. & Mrs. David B. Smith
- Kathleen & Scott Smith

* New Donor
** Donors who have increased support to new membership levels.

Donors since our 1982-83 Opening Season appear in boldface.
WHARTON CIRCLE

* Dan & Jean Snyder
  Kathleen M. Soltow
** Brian & Cindy Sommer
  Rich & Trish Steffens
  Lanette Stevens & Roger Brooks
  Sandra C. & Noel W. Snuckman
  Lori & Rich Studley
  Dr. Dennis J. & Mary Dunn Sullivan
  Lisa L. Swem & Elizabeth A. Hoger
  Joni & John Szytkiel
** Paula & Mark Thompson
  Michael L. Thompson
  Susan & Jack Townsend
  Lynne & Ted VanDeventer
** Merrilyn C. Vaughn-Hoffman
  * Henry Vauple
    John Wales
    Timothy Walling & Bobette Marantzette-Walling
  * Brian Waltz
    James White & Martha Shortlidge White
    Patty Wieber
    Laura & Roger Wilkinson
** Carolyn & John Willoughby
  George W. Wincheul
  Joan & Richard Winter
** Linda & Michael Woodrow
  Andrea L. Wulf
  John A. & Judy A. Wurzler
  Thomas Yaksich
  Jerey Zimmerman
  Rhonda & David Zimmerman

Businesses
Lansing Institute of Behavioral Medicine
Set Seg Insurance Services Agency

PLATINUM CIRCLE ($1,000 & above)
Anonymous
  Norman Abels
    Dr. Nwando Achebe & Dr. Folu Ogundimu
** Beckey & Brian Acheson
** Mary Anne Adams
  Richard & Dawn Adams
  Larry Allen & Patricia White
  Karri A. Allen
  William & Emily Anderson
  Jill M. Andringa
  David Arend & Telka Arend-Ritter
  Michael & Lisa Ash
* Robert & Lorna Ashley
** Jacqueline & Philip Babcock
  The Honorable Laura L. Baird & George Zulakis
** Dr. & Mrs. John A. Baker, III
  Jill Baker
  David Balas & James Sellman
* Jana & Tyler Baldwin
  Deborah & Clark Ballard
  Greg & Michele Ballein
  Joyce M. Banish
  Bob Bao
** Lorie Seitz-Barbieri & Charles E. Barbieri
  Patricia Lloyd Barnas & John Barnas
  Lawrence A. Barnes
  Drs. Patricia Barnes-McCollum & David McConnell
  Donald & Neil Baron
  Andrew & Lisa Barone
  Gregory & Lisa Basote
  * Christine & Timothy Battle
  ** John Bauer
  * Jacob Beningo
  Susan & Vincent Benivegna
  * Dana & Richard Bennett
  ** David & Mindy Bertridge
  * Jennifer & David Bertram
  Monique & Roy Bierwirth
  Dr. & Mrs. Charles H. Bill, II
  ** Brad B. Bivens
  ** Danielle & William Bivens
  Dr. Charles Blackman
  Jason & Danielle Blanchard
  * Dr. Paul & Lisa Blanchard
  ** Michael & Nancy Bobinski
  Carolyln & Bob Boger
  ** Candcyte L. Boyd
  Kristin & Russell Bradley
  ** Susy & Howard Bradshaw
  Phil & Vicky Brandtetter
  Anita & Mark Brett
  Dr. John C. & Susan H. Brewster
  ** Dr. Daniel A. & Leona B. Bronstein
  Angela & Gregory Brown
  ** Penny & Gary Brydges
  ** Sandra Burr
  Claire Byerrum
  * David Byrens
  Elaine & Roger Calantone
  John & Irene Cantlon
** Michelle & John Carlson
  David & Donna Carpenter
  Denise & Thomas Carr
** Cindy Carson
  Bradley Cassiday & Camille Jensen
  Julie Cavannah
  ** Patrick & Joanne Cebelak
  Kathy & Dan Chamberlain
  Dr. Leonard H. & Eleanor M. Charchut
  Drs. Steve & Heather Charchut
  ** Mark R. Christy
  Helen & William Chynoweth
  Thomas Cobb
  Lori & Christopher Conner
  Dr. Efrikos & Maria Constant
  Byron & Dee Cook
  Lynn D. Cooper
  Ruth & Richard Cottrell
  Dr. John P. & Martha K. Courretas
  Kimberly & Colin Cronin
  Koulia Curtis
  ** Chrisy Cutler
  Mike & Gloria Danek
  Diana D'Angelo & Dr. Martin Hawley
  Stephen W. Davye
  William Davidson II & Mary M. DuChene
  Ernest & Janet Delosse
  Kathleen & Kenneth Deneau
  Patrick & Robin Dickson
  Kathleen & Thomas Dominguez
* Debra & Richard Doubrava
** Kelly & Erik Drake
** Karli Dunn
  Julie & John DuPuis
  James Dyson & Jeremy Nance
  C. Kim & Janet Emery
  Dr. James & Marcia Engelkes
  Samuel & Tracey Epley
** Susan M. Esch-Lohr
** Dr. Eva L. Evans
  ** David Esjen & Megan Halpern
  Robert J. & Janet Fabiano
  Dale F. & Kathleen C. Feldpausch
  ** Maureen Festsimmmons
  ** Nova & William Fleming
  Ron & Norene Flinn
** Kris Flint
  Joan A. Foss
  Trustee Melanie & John Foster
  Harry Fratzke
  ** Gregory R. Frens
  ** Mary & Paul Gada
  Jennifer & Michael Gardner
  ** Jennifer Garza
  Carol Gateswood
  Jill Gawronski
  Phyllis & Richard Gibson
  ** David A. & Debra R. Gift
  Dr. & Mrs. Gary Gillespie
  Scott & Sara Gillespie
  ** Diane & John Goddeeris
  Michael & Ruth Goergen
  ** Gina & Scott Golde
  John F. Goodwin & Sheri Thelander
  Karen & Norman Grannemann
  David & Lorraine Green
** Jean Green
  Margaret Griffith
  Kathryn & Robert Groves
  Renee & John Gulliver
  Kiran & Sanjay Gupta
  Drs. Dave & Rashi Gupta
  James & Elizabeth Hallan
** Susan B. Hallman & Juris Pagrabs
  ** Kathryn & John Hamilton
  Alane & Philip Hanses
  Dr. Lauren Julius Harris
  Dr. Stephen B. & Karen L. Harsh
  Kimberly & James Hartman
* Ruth & Larry Hartwig
  Jennifer Hawkins
  Jan Hemenway
** Susan & Michael Henderson
  Mary & Roy Henley
  Lisa Hildorf & Mark Castellani
** Eric W. Hoffman
  Kathleen & Joel Hoffman
  Jacqueline & Donald Holecek
  Meegan Holland
** Steven & Robin Hooks
  Dr. David D. & Iris O. Horner
  Anne M. House

* New Donor
** Donors who have increased support to new membership levels.

Donors since our 1982-83 Opening Season appear in boldface.
**WHARTON CIRCLE**

**Sharon Jaksa**  
**Carrie & Maxie Jackson**  
**Debra & William Jackson**  
**Amy Jo Jacobson**  
**Karen & Jerry Jennings**  
**Sandra & Richard Johnson**  
**Wilford & Mary Johnson**  
**Mrs. Margaret Z. & John W. Jones**  
**Clarence S. Jones**  
**Edward Deen & Paul Jones**  
**Goran & Mandy Jutrovic**  
**Kavita & Prashanth Kale**  
**Timothy & Melissa Kaltenbach**  
**Dr. Padmami Karna**  
**Dr. John E. & Jean K. Kaufmann**  
**David & Holly Kazyak**  
**Mollie Keifer**  
**Maryly & Arthur Kelley**  
**Neele & Susan Motsad**  
**Charles Kibler**  
**Mrs. J. & Clair H. Kielbaso**  
**Marsha & Warren Kiffstein**  
**Jacqueline A. Killensworth**  
**Daniel & Lotti King**  
**Judy Kleeves**  
**Martha & Lee Kliefert**  
**Nancy & Thomas Klug**  
**Sally & Richard Knoll**  
**Kevin W. Korpi**  
**Karen & Patrick Koedron**  
**Antonia & James Kraus**  
**Janet & David Kuehn**  
**Pamela & Peter Lambropoulos**  
**Pat & Donald Lamison**  
**Dr. Ronald & Dawn Lanford**  
**Mary Lannoye & Kathy Kaczynski**  
**Thomas & Bonnie Lawitzke**  
**Tammy S. Leach**  
**Christine & John Leodler**  
**Laurie Linscott & Irving Lesher, III**  
**Kathy & Joseph Lessard**  
**Suzanne J. Levy**  
**Mary L. Liechty**  
**Carl & Margaret Liedholm**  
**John & Ann Marie Lindley**  
**Cheryl & James Liltle**  
**Pam & Gus Lulberes**  
**Louise W. Lorenz**  
**Beth & Terrence Lower**  
**Olin & Jan Mace**  
**Erdmen & Karen MacKenzie**  
**Ralph & Judith MacKenzie**  
**Clare Mackey**  

**Ruth Magen**  
Edwin & Jane Marin  
Michelle Massey  
Bill D. Mathias  
* Aaron Maturen  
Gabrielle Mayer & Steven Pupeppe  
* Maddie & Jason McCormack  
Nancy & Bruce McFee  
Drs. Dennis L. & Estelle J. McGuiness  
Patrick McPharlin  
Irene M. Mead  
* Pamela Mesack  
* Rachel & Gregoire Michaud  
** Carol & Doug Miller  
Dr. James Miller & Dr. Rebecca Lehto  
Robert D. Miller  
* Richard Mills & Sheila Wing  
* Suzanne Mills  
Lyle Mindlin & Julie Laframboise  
* Dr. Brandon Minnick & Summer Minnick  
** Thomas O. & Patricia M. Mitchell  
** Monika Mohan & James Salliotte  
Connie Mohney  
David C. Molenaar  
Elizabeth Moore  
* Andrina & Douglas Moreno  
* Kristin & Ryan Morgan  
Mike Mowery  
Dr. Benson S. & Bette J. Munger  
* Edward & Jean Napierala  
Timothy Nelson  
* Dr. Patrick & Erika Nosal  
* Dr. Harold E. & Donna M. Old, Jr.  
Lizbeth & Mark Olson  
Dr. Dawn S. & Mr. Ryan B. Opel  
* Eric & Shelia Opiela  
Valerie A. Osowski  
Joseph G. & Lorraine E. Osypczuk  
Theresa & Timothy Owen  
Bridge & John Paff  
Donald Noble & Christine Paalisen-Noble  
Ellen & Douglas Paige  
* Peggy Palewek Brown & Alex Brown  
Ann E. Parker  
Richard A. & Susan E. Patterson  
Christial & Gar Pettit  
Jane & Craig Pilditch  
David J. Price & Marcie J. Alling  
Linda Purnam  
Bonnie & Dick Radyway  
* Alisha & Ross Ramsey  
John & Cindy Raven  
* John & Leza Rebera  
Tom & Mary Reed  
John P. & Joanne M. Ricci  
Jeanette Eberle Richter &  
Dr. Melissa Halvorson Smith  
Nora Rifen, Ph.D  
Brendan & Kimberly Ringlever  
Vivianne & Anthony Robinson  
Margaret A. Rohman  
* Marcia & Stanley Rosol  
* Bruce Rowe & Kimberly Griffin  
* Laurie M. Rozek  
Gary Rudnicki  
Shirley & David Rumminger  
Nancy & Richard Runnels  
Karen M. Salmon  
William F. & Mary L. Savage  
Dorothy Schaeff  
* Marilyn & Gordon Schaefer  
** Earl & Margarrete Schmidt  
Drs. Kara & Neal Schmitt  
* Jerry R. & Pamela J. Schreiner  
* Stephen Schwinzer  
* Brent & Kimberly Scott  
Scott & Deb Sellers  
* Michael & Elaine Serling  
Margery S. & Lawrence H. Shanker  
* Scott & Charlotte Sherman  
* Stacy & Michael Shingles  
Dr. David A. & Ann D. Shneider  
Jeffrey B. Simbol  
Dr. Carol A. Miskell Simmons &  
Eric N. Simmons  
Martha & Richard Simonds  
Susan & James Simons  
Barbara & Karl Spolander  
Donna & Edwin Skinner  
* Barbara Smith  
Deirdre & Douglas Smith  
Jeanette & John Smith  
* Richard E. Sneary  
** Kimberly Snook  
Sandra E. Soifer & Paul Goldner  

**William & Mary Lou Somerville**  
* Robert & Wendi Spagnuolo  
* Dr. Gordon C. & Jane M. Spink  
Dottie & James Spousta  
Karen L. Stancombe  
Glinda Starr  
Jim & Sharon Stock  
Debra & Donald Stoner  
* Robin Storm  
* Jacqueline M. Stowell  
* Dr. Gale M. Strasburg & Christine H. Reay  
Karie & Philip Strong  
* Derek W. Strong  
* John Studco  
Roscie Swart  
Dr. Peter B. & Victoria L. Tacia  
Thomas & Ruth Taliafiero  
** William & Joanne Tennant  
Stephen & Carol Terry  
** Barbara J. Frey & Nicholas R. Thines  
* Phyllis & Mark Thode  
Carolyn & Bob Thomas  
Dr. Michael & Suzanne Thomashow  
Diane & Paul Thompson  

**Dr. John E. & Trena E. Thornburg**  
Teresa & Roger Thornburg  
* Harnoor & Avni Tokhie  
** Marcia & Michael Torrey  
Madeline Trimbly & Robert Walter  
* Michael Tupper  
Dr. Gregory M. & Joan M. Uirvlug  
Arthur & Barbara VanDyke  
Catherine A. Variano  
Victor & Tammera Verchereau  
* Elizabeth Waichunas  
Patricia & John Wald  
** JoAnn & George Walr  
** William Weiner & Paula Latovich  
* Jane & Clarence Weiss  
** Carol M. Welch  
Darlene & Bob Wiener  
Dr. Craig & Cindy Wheeler  
Rajkumar & Richard Wiener  
** Gail & Stephan Wilcox  

* New Donor  
** Donors who have increased support to new membership levels.
GOLDEN CIRCLE ($500 & above)

Businesses

B/A Florist & Plant House
Greater Lansing Convention & Visitors Bureau
Oade, Stroud & Kleinman, P.C.
Serkai Communications
The Mansfield Family Foundation
Modern Bookkeeping
Ultra Clean Frandor Wash & Lube
Van Atta's Greenhouse & Flower Shop
* Willis & Machnik Financial Services LLC
* Window World

GOLDEN CIRCLE ($500 & above)

Anonymous
Tina Aguirre
* Kathryn & James Ault
* Frank Baker
Jack Baker & Robert Welch
* Shannon & Mark Beckman
* Sara & Scott Bernstein
Carol L. Besse
Paula & Roger Bjornstad
* Charlene & Alan Black
Coralene & Basil Blass
* Jenny Bond
Alexis & Dennis Branoff
* Gretchen Bria
David J. & Lorelta K. Briggs
Dr. Suzanne H. E. Bouse
Edgar & Darlene Brown
* Richard & Shirley Buckmaster
* William & Cheryl Bupp
Lawrence P. & Jo-Anne A. Burrill
Joan Burke
Nancy & Thomas Campbell
* Marlene & David Carron
Lyle & Lois Chick
* Alexis & Gerald Clark
Barbara & James Celand
Sarah & Steven Cook
Joy L. Costar
Nancy E. Craig
* Al Craven & Susan Nottingham
Janice A. Curry
William D. & Linda E. Dansby
* Julie E. Day
Cheree A. De Golia

* Paula & Theodore Debnar
Carol S. Demlow
Sara & Brent Dolan
Carol Doocy
Debra & Lewis Dotterer
* Matthew & Jennifer Duffield
Jeanette M. Eastham
Stephen Esquith & Christine Worland
Mike Farrell
* Theresa A. Fedewa-Wells
J. Louise & John Findley
Mark & Stephanie Fleming
Mary & Ralph Fogwell
David & Janis Forbood
Betsy L. Francis
Maggie & Kenneth Frankland
Alice Gale & Michael Spaniolo
* Theresa Gale
Joyce-Gingrich
* Donald Good
* Nancy S. Gott
Shawn & Theresa Grady
* Kay & Andrew Granskog
Judy Green & G. Ron Welch

Ruth B. Greenbaum

Dr. Peter & Charlotte Gulick, Sr.
Celia & Igor Guro
Susan & Jonathan Hall
* Jill & Scott Henry
Susan & Robert Herner
James & Mayette Hicks
Carol Hill
* Susan J. Hill
Suzette & Konrad Hittner
Richard Honicky & Kathleen King
Martha & Marquis Hudson
Jack & Roberta Jacobowitz
Spencer & Julianne Johnson
Dr. Richard S. Johnson
Barry & Janice Johnson
Catherine Kerschen
* Linda Keitch
Dr. David & Aletha Kuenstler
James D. & Kathleen M. Lammers
* Drs. Peter A. & Glenda L. Lappan
* Dr. Carol B. Levin
Beverly & Charles Levy
* Melissa & James Lewis
Janet Katherine & Bruce Liddle
Stephen & Iris Linder
Brad & April Lunsford
* Rita Luppo
Lois Lynch
Michelle & John Madden
Diana Maldonado Cosme
Daniel & Tracey Malin
Roger & Carolyn Manning
* Janet & Dennis Martinich
* Christopher May & Jennifer Owen
* Dr. Colin & Sharon Mayers
Mary Mc Culloch
Rebekah & Michael McKenney
Gavin J. Smith & Mary C. Mertz-Smith
* Nancy & Robert Metzger

* Kenneth Milne & Ellen Rasmussen Milne
* Robin & Betsy Miner Swartz
Jana & John Moore
* Samantha Mucha
Patricia K. Munshaw & Dana Munshaw Brazil
* Theodor Neff
Judith & Wayne Niles
Barbara & Kevin Niles
Cynthia & James Oleniczak
Joan Overway
* David R. & Judy K. Paff
* Laurie & Curtis Parker
* Odile & Richard Perry
Carma Philip
* Judith Pieczynski
* Patricia Podoll
Ronald M. Polad
Michael A. & Barbara J. Powers
Siri & David Rainone
* Erica Raymond
Helen G. Reinhart
Thomas & Susan Rippie
* Gail & John Roberts
* Barbara Robie
* Marilyn & Lowell Rotberth
* Vicki & Larry Schneider
* Carleen & James Schulz
* Kandice L. Scott
Irene M. Seahawk
David & Sheri Seaman
* Tim & Rene Shreiman
Zoe P. Slagle & James M. Gillespie
Gavin J. Smith & Mary C. Mertz-Smith
Linda Sowers
Brenda & James Spackman
Carol Squires
Vesna & Gordan Srlakovic
* Laura D. Stedins
Sara & Peter Stid
* Renee J. Tierney
Ilene Tomber
Joan Travis
* Sherry & Peter Trezise
Stephanie & Stephen Ward
Col. Joseph L. Webster, Jr.
Barbara S. Wepman
Jefferson & Wendy Westwood
Dr. John White, Jr.
Linda & Scott Wilcox
Dr. Richard & Andrea Wiltkowski
* Valerie & Christopher Wright
* Corinne R. Wynnans-Jankowski
Ken & Karole Yerrick
* Sally & James Young
Sally & Dan Zimmerman

Businesses

Maner Costerisan

SILVER CIRCLE ($250 & above)

Anonymous
Maryalice Abood
Nancy L. Abramson

Donors since our 1982-83 Opening Season appear in boldface.

* New Donor
** Donors who have increased support to new membership levels.
Donors since our 1982-83 Opening Season appear in boldface.

** New Donor

Donors who have increased support to new membership levels.
WHARTON CIRCLE

* Joseph Filip
  Steve & Nicky Findley
  Jill & Jerome Fine
  Mr. Glenn Fink
  Robert C. Finn
  Timothy Fisher
* Kathleen & James Fisk
  Kay FitzGerald
  Mary Jane Flanagan & Grant Skomski
* Dana Fink
** Jim & Elaine Flore

Edward W. & Jacqueline D. Flynn
Megan Foldenauer
* Carolyn Foley
* MariBeth Folez & Peter Allegrina
** June F. Mills
  Dr. Edward & Linda Foster
  Dan Fox
** Gerald C. Fox
  Phyllis & Ronald Fox
  Lisa & Jay Francisco
  Janet & Ed Franks
** Deb Freeman
  Lynda K. Freeman
  Jean & Arthur Frentz
  Susan & Chris Friend
* Renee Fuller
  Malinda Funk
  Ruth Galas
* Jean & Gary Galla
** Jason Galicki
  Laurie & James Gallagher
  Deborah Galvan
  Sarah & Joseph Garcia
* Jennifer & John Garcia
* Cynthia Gering & Michael James
* Olivia Ghislain
* Melissa Gibson
** Linn & Troy Gladstone
  Anna Glaser-Platte & Jerry Platte
  Kenneth S. & Karen B. Glinkman
  John & Tomoko Gnothke
** Erik & Cheryl Goodman
** Steve & Patricia Goorin
  Kathleen Gorton
* Lori & James Grace
  Julia & Gerald Gracik
  Dr. George & Susan Grueber
  Linda K. Greaser
  Delight Greenberg
  Richard D. & Patricia K. Greene
  Arnold Greenfield & Patricia Brown
  Timothy D. Greenman
  Merilee Griffin
** Grovenor Grimes

Roger & Marilyn Grove
Mark & Linda Grua
** Lynda Gugel
  Leta Guild
  Kurt & Barbara Guter
  Karen Hackett & Jana Jirak
  Dr. Howard & Mrs. Joan Hagerman
  Al Hakala
  Lauren Hall-Tate

Donna Hamilton
  Judy & William Hamilton
  Patricia & Raymond Hammerschmidt
  Kurt & Claire Hankenson
  Thelma Hansen
  Deborah L. Harrison
  Linda Harrod
  William & Joan Hartwig
  Dr. Mary & Lynn Harvey
  Mr. & Mrs. M. D. Hastay
  Charles Hathaway
  Amy Havican
  Sarah & Frederick Hawley
  Phyllis & David Hayhurst
  Tom Heasley
  Kendra & Edward Heath
  Sha'marie Spagnuolo
** Colleen & Eric Hegg
  Margo Heiden
  Lynda Heinig, Cheryl R. Rusk, Oveta Heinig, Christine Heinig, Leona Rybka
* Patrice & James Heinzman
  Christine Hennessey
  Dr. Richard E. & Lynn O. Hensen
* Constance Henslee
  Dr. Ralph E. & Patricia A. Hepp
  Christopher & Tara Herald
  Donna Hertle
* Carol & Harry Hicks
** Tom & Michele Hile
  Linda L. Hill
  Donald & Helen Hillman
  Marlene & Robert Hind
* Mr. & Mrs. Douglas & Marisol Hisson
  Richard A. & Donna C. Hoefner
** Kathleen & Erin Hoffman
* Ann Hoisington & Dean Kimmith
  Charles & Elizabeth Holcomb
** Marie & Douglas Holem
** William D. Holloway
  Sharon Holzschu
  Drs. Frederick L. & Barbara A. Honhart
  Terri J. Hooper
** Roger Hoopingarner & Marian Stoll
  Susan Hopper
  Joan & James Hornak
  Brian J. Howard
  Sharon A. Hoy
  Shirley & Roger Hughes
* John Hubert
** Janet & Arden Hunde
  Mary & Dan Hunt
  Fayyaz Hussain
  Charles Hutchins
** Barbara & Daniel Ilgen
* Christopher Inman & Andrew Driska
  Elaine & Emil Jackinchnuk
* Susan & David Jackson
  Michelle L. Jacobs
  Pamela & Vernon Jarvis
* Susan & Brian Jennings
  John Jerome & Jaye Hamilton
  Anita C. Johnson
** Colleen Johnson & Ellen Ives
  Jeri Johnson
* Mary Ann Johnson
  Douglas Johnston
  Karen A. & Gregory A. Jonas
  Debra Jones
  Pamela & Gerald Jones
  Nanci & Martin Jones
** William Jones
  Sandra & Mark Jordan
  Rebecca & Donald Jost
  Dr. John W. & Nan B. Judy, Jr.
  Karen Jurgensen & Robert Parks
  Arlene Jury
** Gwynne & Mark Kadrofske
  Jane & Thomas Kalchik
  Michelle Kaminski & Dan Hamilton
  Susan & Larry Karnes
** Deb Karsoe
  Wendy & Gary Kassenieder
  Constance & Gus Kavalaris
* Michael S. Kehoe
* April Keiser
  Mary & Robert C. Keller
  Kim & Paul Kelly
** Julie & Gary Kellerborn
  Mike & Lynda Kerns
** Timothy Kessler
  Mary & Ronald Kinne
  Elizabeth & James Kinsey
  Margie & Boyd Kinzley
* Karen & Lee Kinson
* Heather Kleinhardt
  Gaylord L. & Eileen E. Kleuckling
  Stu & Knickerbocker
  Anne & William Knox
* Laurie Kohl
** Delphine Kolacki
* Scott M. Kollmeyer
  Cheryl L. Kompsi
  Robert & Susan Korte
  Kimberly & Michael Kovalchik
  Angelika Kramer
  Mary Krasny
  Deirdre & Kevin Krause
** Cynthia Krauz
* Brad E. Kremer
  Deborah Kress
  Michael & Melanie Krohn
  Joe Kurk
* Robin & Richard Kustasz
* Michael & Maria Kuzmich
* Margaret Kyser
* Margaret A. Lamb, Ph.D.
  Liz Lammers
  Michael & Ellen Lander
  Mary Ellen Lane
  Michael & Debra Lashbrook
  Marilyn Laughlin
  Cleo Rae Lavey
  Rita Richardson & Thomas Law
** Lisa & John Lawirzke
  Donna & Carl Lawson
  Jane & Michael Laycock

* New Donor
** Donors who have increased support to new membership levels.

Donors since our 1982-83 Opening Season appear in boldface.
WHARTON CIRCLE

Hue T. Le
** Richard & Carol Lehman
Dr. Louis W. & Alicia J. Lessard
Diana & Steven Lett
* Thomas Lico
Robert Lipscomb
** Stephanie Livingston & Andrew Elms
Dr. Gus M. & Katie E. Lo
David & Laurie Lockman
Judith & Wayne Loescher
Doreen J. Logan
Susan Long
* Carolyn Longton
** Ronald & Judy Lott
Kathryn & Robert Lovell
Kelly & Mary Lynch
* Elizabeth Lyons
Margarette Mahler
Dari & Robert Mahoney
John & Maureen Malone
* Shelley Malzahn
Katharine Manganello
Michelle & John Mapes
Kallei Mapes-Hahn
Patricia Marin & John Yun
** Christy & Bradley Marks
Catherine & David Marr
* Lindsey Martin
** Veronica & David Matejko
Robert Mansen
Maureen & Duane Mayhew
Lori McAllister
Teddi M. Mc拒ue
David B. McCloy
* Paul McCollom
Pam & Michael McCormack
** Michael McGlynn
Theresa & James McIntyre
Jeanne McKown
Matthew McKune
** Helen & John McLaughlin
Claudia McLoughlin
Julie McMahon
Stan & Lynn McMan
** Dr. Robin L. Miller & Dr. Miles A. McNall
Evelyn & Paul McNamara
* Judy E. McPerson
Nancy & Charles Meddagh
* Melanie Meongs
Robert F. Mellor & Roger L. Rochowiak
Dick & Renee Merchant
Elizabeth Meurer
** Carol J. Micale
** Steve & Kathleen Michael
Robert Michela
Dr. David W. & Alison K. Michelon
* Tazia & Renzie Milarch
Lisa & Timothy Miles
Dr. Steven Miller & Sandra Schian-Miller
Edna & Everette Miller
Jennifer Miller
Dr. Anna E. & Michael E. Miller
** Drs. Shelagh Ferguson-Miller & Robert J. Miller
* Kristine & David Milligan
** Michelle & John Mitchell
* Shirlee & Marvin Mitchell
Tom & Laurie Mitchell
* Amy & Andrew Moeder
* Emily Mohr
David & Magdalena Mookerry
* Debra & Patrick Moore
** Marie & Craig Moreland
Kelly Morgan, M.D.
Laura B. Mosher
* Teri & Craig Muhn
Linda Mulder
* Lynn Munoz
Patricia & Gary Murphy
Maggie & Jacob Myers
Sharon L. Myers
Christine & Theodore Nasal
Andrew & Marilyn Nathanson
Kristine & William Neale
** Connie Neese
Mary Nehls-Frumkin & Jeffery Frumkin
* John Nelsen & Naomi Gaynor Nelesen
** Robert & Carol Nelson
Henry J. & Nancy L. Nelson
Laura B. Newlin
* Emily Ng
* Ir Nichols
Denise & Bill Nielsen
Barbara Nielsen
Jessica A. Nieuwkoop & Matthew Snell
Thomas & Rosalie Nitschke
Sally & Carlton Nogle
* Shari & James Nussdorfer
Julia & Michael O’Connor
Kathleen & Kenneth O’Hara
David & Ian O’Leary
* Allison Olivo
Zola & Stanley Olson
* Janet Olzewski & Dennis Paradis
Eleanor E. Omoiro
Dr. Ronald C. & Katherine H. O’Neill
Allison Ouellette
** Dr. Edward & Tina Oser
Kathleen & Jeffrey Padden
Robert & Kirby Padget
Connie Page & Thomas Conner
Richard Pullister & Kathleen Wight
Bruce & Maggie Papesh
Drs. Leslie Pape & Jeffrey Woldridge
Louise & Lee Paquette
Kerry & Matthew Parent
Lois Park
Sharon & T.D. Park
Anne & James Parker
* Melissa & Ara Parseghian
Barbara Parsons
* Sharon & Donald Passal
Michelyn & Ernest Pasteur
Jane & Douglas Paterson
* Sandra Patterson
William & Shirley Paxton
* Sherri Pence
* Tracy Perry
* Andrew Persons
Janice & Dale Pettengill
William & Mary Pfaff
** David R. & Judy K. Pfaff
* Robin & Daniel Phillips
Gary Philipport
Jane A. Harrell & Judith Pick
Andrew Pitsley
Carol Ann Pinsky
** Howard A. Pizzo
DeWitt & Dixie Platt
** Drs. Jacob Plotkin & Susan Schuur
Chloe E. Polzin
Richard M. Pomeroy
Rachell Pomervile
William & De Ann Porter
** Carol Prahinski & Flemming Mathiasen
* Susan & James Pratt
Helen J. Preston
Janette H. Price
Laura J. Priebe
* Tracy & John Prush
* Judy Puca
Tara & Douglas Pugmire
** Renee Pullman
** Patricia & Andrew Quinn
Aileen & Crispin Quino
* Marc & Deborah Rakas
Diane Radner & Teresa House-Radner
Cheryl & James Reed
* Sandra & Jeremy Reed
LeAnne Reel
Daniel & Lucy Reeves
* Gale A. Renick
Diane & John Revitte
Koyne & Charles Rice
* Laurie Rich
* Debra Richardson
* Teri J. Richardson
* Amy & Jonathan Rieske
Brian Riley
Karen & Chuck Risch
** Margaret L. Rockwell
Coral & Stuart Roller
Winifred H. Rome
Christine & Donald Root
Merry A Rosenberg
Gretchen & Dennis Rosenbrook
Nancy & Mark Rudd
Robert E. Ruigh
* David & Charlotte Ruppert
David Russell & Karen Conroy
Ruth L. Sablich
Jeanne & Lawrence Sartor
John A. Sauer
Robert & Rosemary Schaffer
** Michael Scheetz & Gina Polske Scheetz
Alice & Frank Schehr
Linda & Kenneth Schell
** Shirley A. Schepers
* Mary & Dana Scherer
* Cynthia & Paul Schuckebier
* Teresa Schmidt
* Timothy R. Schmitt

* New Donor
** Donors who have increased support to new membership levels.

Donors since our 1982-83 Opening Season appear in boldface.
WHARTON CIRCLE

John & Deborah Schneider
** Margaret Schneider
Eric Schniedewind
Christine & Alex Schram
Catherine & Gary Schrock
Denise & Thomas Schneider
Linda & Dean Schulz
Polly & Ben Schwendener, Jr.
Carl & Amy Seabold
** Mrs. Arthur & Elizabeth Seagull
Anne Gray Seery
T.J. Segerglind & Sarah Underwood Segerglind
Karen & Robert Sepala
* Kyle Shaffer
Sharon S. Shamka
* Jack Shanholz & Patricia Min-Shanholz
Heidi & Robert Sherban
Jack G. & Carol A. Shepard
** Deborah Sherrod & Sheryl Judd
Rebecca & John Shives
Dorothy Shokwiler
Gordon & Deborah Shroufe
Elizabeth Simmons & R. Sekhar Chivukula
Deborah & David Simon
* Julie A. Sinclair
** Kenneth & Donna Slater
Nancy J. Small
Misty & David Smallz
* Channing Smith
Shelly & Mark Smith
* Maria M. Smyka
Kate & Andrew Snyder

Pauline Sondag
* Patricia Soranno & Eric Torng
Subhash Gupta & Joanne Sodle
** Rhonda & Richard Sorrell
Tom & Deborah Southworth

Steven T. & Esther M. Spees
Carole & James Spoelma
* Tom & Randi Stanulis
* Karen & John Starcevich
Jo/Ann Stefani
Dr. Barbara & Mr. James Steidle

Bill & Sue Stelzer
Daniel McCole & Jill Stephenson-McCole
Marielynn & Robert Stevenson
* Kathleen & Michael Stiffler
Dr. Richard F. & Catherine L. Stilwill
Ann K. Stocum
Marlene & Don Stone
* Randall I. Stone
Thomas W. & Janet L. Stone
Kenneth D. & Nancy A. Stringer
Joseph & Barbara Stritmatter
** Bobbie Suarez
Dr. Leslie N. & Anne Patricia Stumpo
Ronald & Georgina Styka
Patricia & Hamed Sutfery
Linda & Wayne Summers
Rose Ann & Fred Swartz
Jessica & Joel Sweat
* Brian Sweet
Shirley A. Swick

** David & Ann Szceseny
* Anne Szczubaek
Barbara & Michael Szomicki
Laura L. Tafeldsky
Norma & William Taylor
Carl Taylor & Florene McGlennon Taylor
Patricia & Gary Taylor
Thomas & Connie Taylor
** Patricia & Brad Thelen
Chelsea & Brendon Thiede
Carol Ann & Morris Thomas
Rocky Becket & Julie Thomas-Beckett
* Mary & Joseph Thompson
* James Titl
** Catherine L. Timmons
Jeanne & Jason Tippett
** Penny L. Torok
** Shannon & Alfred Torres
* Deanna L. Toth
** Joan & Robert Trefise
Penelope Tiermooulou
John & Allene Tucker
** Georgiann & Richard Tunningley
** Elizabeth Turbin
Kathryn VanDagens & Daniel VanOverbeke
** Vickie Vandenbelt
** Linda J. VandenBerg
Richard M. & Kathy L. Vanderheuck
** Rachelle VanDeventer
Lillian & Ronald VanHouten
* Brian Vecsei
Chris Veldman
Kathleen & Gary Vermeulen
David & Sandra Vietti
Kara & John Villarreal
Alexa Marie Vietk
Louis & Mary Vilakhis
Ann & Timothy Vogelsang
Janet & Donald Volk
* Carol & John Voss
*Mizue & James Wagner
** Lynnell Wukley
Dr. John & Angie Walling, Jr.
Julia & Kenneth Walz
** Tonia Wanger
Nancy & William Wardwell
Cynthia & Mark Warnshuis
Joann Warten
Josephine J. Washington
Betsy & George Watson
Jane Waun
Ronald & Nancy Wefel
** Teresa & Paul Wehrwein
** Larry R. Welch
* Lynn & Keith Wentzel
** Mr. & Mrs. Shawn Whelan
Jonathan & Robin White
Linda L. Widener
** Angela Weiher
Katherine Wilcox
* Matthew E. Wilczek
Debby J. Winans
Laurie K. Sommers & David W. Winder
Sarah & Blane Winslow
Mr. & Mrs. Phil Wolfe
Karen Wood
Lisa Woodcock-Burroughs
Kathryn Woodyard
Sandra Wright
* Yasmeen & Kevin Youngs
** Patricia Zajac & Mark A. Cowles
* Leslie & Juan Zamora
Abby & Daniel Zarimba
Ms. Sandra Zarr
Suzanne Ziel

Paul J. & Jamie A. Zimmerman
Lori & Michael Zimmerman
** Liane & David Zipmy
Karl Zinn

In Memory Of:
Selma D. Hollander

Businesses
* Callebs Law PLLC
Modern Bookkeeping
Public Policy Associates, Inc.

BRONZE CIRCLE ($100 & above)
Anonymous
John Ackenhusen
Jo A. Adams
* Susan & Mark Adams
Ms. Marsha A. Albritton & Mr. James T. Leffler
William C. & Jane E. Allen
Bonnie J. Allmen
* Andrea Amalfitano
Beth Anderson
Donna S. Anderson
Gloria & Stephen Anderson
* Dena Andrews
Anita M. Andringa
* Shellie & James Anuszkiewicz
Betsy & Keith Apple
Charles G. Apple
Lawrence Aronson
* Camille Ash
* Jennifer Ash & Brian Dowell
Mary Ann Austin
Janis & Jack Bails
Cheryl A. Baker
Dr. Richard L. & Carol M. Baldwin
* Richard D. Ball
* Angelina Ballard
Nancy & James Ballard
* April & Kevin Bank
Rose & Bryan Barenham
* Jeffrey M. Barker
Susan & Thomas Barnes
Polly & Douglas Barr
* David Barry
Joanne & Jack Bass
Debra & Mark Barhurst
* Daniel J. Batora
Karen & Robert Batterham
Monica L. Bauer

* New Donor
** Donors who have increased support to new membership levels.
WHARTON CIRCLE

- Holly Baumgartner
  Carol & Glenn Baxter
  Ronda & John Beach
- Deborah & Daniel Beachnau
  Carol & Richard Beard
- Susan E. Beard
  Jane & Gary Beauldoin
- Sharon & Robert Bechet
  Susan & David Beck
- Stephen Bennett
- Duane E. Berger
  Drs. Arnold & Claire Berkman
- Deanne Besone
  Miriam B. Bethards
- Mary & Cornelis Beukema
  Clay Bidwell
- Robert & Sandra Bierwagen
  Donna & Joe Billig
  Frederick W. Bissinger
- Donna Blaszczak
  Brooke & James Bleicher
- Cheryl & Stephen Blonde
  Charkene M. Bodary
- Candace & Robert Boldrey
  Kathryn Booth
  Sarah & Allan Boron
- Rebecca & Paul Bossenbroek
- Lori Bourbonais
  Marilyn M. Bowker
- Tyler J. Braddock
  Jennifer Bradley
  Dr. Harold & Jeanne Breautigam
  Teresa Brantley
  Emmert & Karen Braselton
  Julia Ryan-Brawner & Bobbie G. Brawner
  Doris Brewer
  Dr. Martha W. Bristol
  Michelle & Donovan Brittain
  Tamela & James Brouillette
  Elaine & Murray Brown
  Susan L. Brundage
- Julia & Richard Bryce
- Chris & Edward Brynn
  Tori M. Buckley
  Rosemary & Earnest Bullion
  Megan Buonodono
  Eileen M. Bur
  Ms. C. Lark Burger
  Diana & George Burgoyne
  Barbara J. Burke
- Peggy H. Burke
- Barbara & Steven Bursian
- Thomas & Lisbeth Byerley
  Christina & Herman Calderon
  Peggy & George Campbell
- Julie Ann & James Campbell
- Cammie Cantrell
  Susan & William Carley
  Mary Carlson
- Kathryn J. Chapin
- Maxwell Chappuis
- Fred Chasney
- Jane & John Cheritt
  Maynard A. & Carol M. Christensen
  Sandra & Frank Ciloski
  Janet & Robert Clark
- Christine & Michael Clifford
  Susan & Peter Cobbert
  Barbara Coey
- Terri & Ralph Colasuonno
  Heather Colby
- Denise & Patrick Cole
- Monica & Rick Collert
  Paul & Tracy Collins
  Susan J. Combs
- Stephanie Comnings
  Shylann Cone
- Don Connell
  Sharon & Jim Conroy
  Eileen & Keith Cook
  Rick Cooke & Cathy Zell
- Lisa Cooley
- Michelle Coolidge
- Michael B. Corey
  Judith Corr
- Richard Coy & Wendy Mead
  Anne Craft
- Dr. Dennis R. Craft &
  Dr. Laurie B. Hillbrenner
  Frank & Diane Cramer
- Louis & Linda Crenshaw
  Pat Curran
- Dale Dadd & Valerie Sheboo
  Dr. Marcos Dantsus
  Kathleen Davis
  Sharon & Gary Dawson
- Condaeke & Peter Decker
  Yolanda Delagarza
- Sarah C. Delany
  Robin & James DeMuth
  Heather DeRose
- Daniel Devaney & Judith Rowell
  Marie & David Devries
  Kathryn Dewsbury-White & Gilbert White
- Sheila M. & Scott W. Dill
  MaryLou Dillon
  Lisa Dixon
- Kimberly & Dean Dockery
- Ellen Dohr & Scott Loveridge
  Laima & Ernest Dome
  Bethany Doneth
  Sophie & Bruce Donley
- Cynthia & Sean Douglas
  Lou Douglas
  Linda & Walter Downes
  Davia & John Downey
  Tonya Droseller & Daniel Goatley
- Leslie J. Drury
  Mrs. Darrell F. Duffield
- Jennifer Dunham
- James Dunn
  Peggy & Marvin Dunn
  James & Shelley Duthie
  Christine & Lynn DuVal
  Marilyn Duvall
  Christine Dwyer-Jaroszewicz
  Cheryle Dyk
  Jennifer J. & Jason R. Early
  Rev. James F. Eisele
  Jeannette Eisenman
  Carey & Todd Elder
  Sarah Elston
  Anna R. Epkey
  Joshua Ervin
  Jennifer & Mike Esper
  Judith & Arthur Falk
  Dr. Philip L. & Elaine K. Fanson
  Samuel F. & Elizabeth M. Fedwa
  Marilyn Fedewa
  Brian Fisher
  Patricia Fitzpatrick
  David Fitzgerald
  Jewell Flajole
  Joan Forgrave
  Jackie & James Forkner
  Barbara & James Forney
  Katherine & Neil Fortin
  Anita G. Fox
  George A. & Diane M. Fox
  Patricia Fox
  Pamela Fraley
  Donna & Paul Freddolino
- Amy Fredrick
  Diane Freeman
  Sonja Fritzche & Ronald Stokes Schwartz
- Mary Jo & Jeff Fuhrman
  Jacqueline & Stephen Fuller
- Lois A. Furry & Phillip Knapman
  Heather & Craig Gaceka
- Linda M. Garbarino
  Ray Garcia
  David Gard & Gwen Wittenbaum
  Donna Gardner
- Ann & James Garvey
  Deanna & Timothy Gates
  Jeffrey Gehlinger
  Sheri & Matthew Germane
  Diane Gewirtz
- John A. Gibbs
  Thomas Giddings
- Bethany & Benjamin Gielczyk
  Kim Gilbert
- Rebecca & Aaron Gillett
  Joan & Dennis Gilliland
  Yvonne N. Glenn
  Callista Glos
  Monica & James Goble
  William F. Goodwin, Jr.
  Mary J. Graesser
- Audrey Grant
  Leslie J. Green
- Tammy J. Griffin
  Casey & Mary Griggs
  Richard J. Groshew
- Thelma Hadden
  Kaleigh Jaeger-Hale & Aaron Hale
  Marge Hall
  Doris J. & John P. Hamm
  Charles R. Handley
- Helen Hansens
  Wendy Hardt & Donald Winey
- Michael & Jennifer Hardy

* New Donor
** Donors who have increased support to new membership levels.

Donors since our 1982-83 Opening Season appear in boldface.
Kay Harkness

Ann Tukey Harrison
* Walter & Jacqueline Hawthorne, III
* Vicki & Ralph Hay
Genevieve Healy
Margaret L. Hebekeuser
Howard & Judith Hedland
Eileen & Howard Heideman
* Lynn Helene
Kymberly & Andrew Hess
Shawna Hessling
Arlene & Stephen Hidensperger
* Roberta & Richard Higginbotham
Richard & Alice Hill
* Leann Hilton
Shirley & Allan Hirt
* Donna J. Hobart
* Ellen L. Hoekstra
* Ronit Hoffman
John Holck
Melvin & Verna Holley
* Claudia Holzman & David Lipsitz
Patrina & DavidHoppe
* Patrice & Paul Hornak
* Marilyn Hoskins
* Arlene Houston
Linda & Ross Howard
* Brandi Howell
* Allan & Alice Huber
Lois A. Huldin
* Carol & Ronald Hyso
Nancy R. Ingram
* Anden P. Irwin
Margaret & John Jansens
* Lesa Jarcki
Jan L. Jensen
* Jennifer L. Jensen
* Stephanie L. Jerick
James Jersey & Barbara Stevens Jersey
James & Nancy Jewett
* Kristen Johns
Barbara J. Johnson
Carol & Gary Johnson
* Mary Johnston
Nancy Johnston
* Arlene & Mark Jones
Elizabeth & Mark Jones
Virginia Judge
Brad & Victoria Jurgensen
* Donald Kachman
* Julie & Donald Kagey
* Mackenzie & Mark Kaminski
Eileen & Kenneth Kapka
Kathy & Charles Karpinski
* Shiv Karunakaran
Suman & Gauresh Kashyap
Drs. Donald Kaufman &
Elizabeth Hutchinson
Hanna & Norman Kelker
* Verleea Kelly & Kenneth Johnson
* Tyler Kendle
Roger P. & Meredith A. Kennedy
* Sharon Kercham
* Robert & Janet Kirkbride

* Lisa & Charles Klein
Patrice A. Klein
Sheri A. Knowles
Janet Koberstein
Rebecca A. Kopf
* Julie Kohut
Michael & Lihting Kozdzewa
* Sean C. Kortie
Evelyn & Paul Krause
Carol Krieger
* David R. Kruger
Cynthia Kruska
Karen Kurnon-Sinclair
Mary Jo & Robert Kunke, II
Mila Kunk
Michael Beratta & Judith Lampere
Jacqueline & William Land
** Suzanne Lanningham & Allen Holzhansen
Amanda & Jason Lantz
Brenda Lawson
* Patricia J. Lawon
* Dale J. Lecaplain
Will & Lisa Lemanski
* Ann & Ray Lemmen
Ruth & Robert Lendt
* Carla L. Lenhoff
* Laraine & David Levin
Christopher Lewis
Dr. James T. Linnemann &
Ruth L. Eggert-Linnemann
* Samuel Lockwood
April Logghe
** Jessica & Jason Longbrake
* Mike Longenecker
Arlene Loucks
Betty J. Lounsbery
Greg Ludden
Patricia Jennings
* Elizabeth A. Lund
* Carol & Gary Lundquist
Sue & Robert Lutton
* Cybelle A. Lyon
** Marie Lyons
Dawn Y. MacCreery, O.D.
* Clayton W. MacDonald
Norma & Gary MacKerse
* Bron Magoon
* Margaret Mahaffy
Joanne Mahoney & Deborah Wieber
* John J. Makowski
* Dirk S. Mammen
* Diana & Kenneth Marable
Jason Marshall
Irwin Martin
Tia & Wolff Martin
Mary & Kenneth Marton
* Karen & Frederick Massoll
Mrs. Gigi Masterson-Streeter
Raymond & Susan
Brian Mattes & Dr. Elise Zitkin
* Joan & Jeremy Matson
Shalimar & Robert Maynard
Judith & Darold McCalla
Gretchen & Michael McLellan
John & Heidi McGarry
* Shelly & Mark McGee
Janet & Thomas McGraw
* Pamela & Joseph McGraw
* Sheila M. McGreal
* Constance McGuire & Timothy Richards
Pollyanne & Larry McGillow
Patricia & Michael McKimmy
* Donna McLean
Kay McNeal
Christine McQuade
Judith McQueen
* Lorene McVey
Mrs. Hugh B. McVicker
** Laurie & Martin Mecher
Kathleen E. Melville-Hall
Bettie & Paul Menchik
Lauri Ellen Mendelsohn & Daniel J. Dunn
* Elizabeth & David Mestelle
Kimberly Metzler
* Kim Metzger & Sally Wah
Marei Middaugh
** Barbara Middleton
** Patricia & Randall Middlin
** Sandra & Jack Midpley
Murley & Alan Miller
Denise Miller
Frederick & Beverly Miller
* John Millhouse
Arline S. & John A. Minsky
* Lise Mitchel
* Erica Montessor & Matthew Sterling
Paul Morley
Gene & Valerie Moutsatsos
** Michele Mowery
Patricia Mowery
* Donna Mullins
Gordon D. Murphy
Alison & Brian Murray
* Dale Murton
Sarah & Stephen Musko
* Marylou & Ernest Nagy
* Sandra & John Nagy
* Shelby Nakon
Janet Nesburg
** Barbara & James Neubeck
Paul Ninefield & Tanya Jordan
Elaine A. Nofzef
Betty & Douglas Noverr
* Brenda L. Nuffer
Pamela Nyquist
* Sarah O’Brien
* Leta & Jeffrey O’Connor
Mary & Thomas O’Connor
Georgia A. Old
* James & Joanne Olin
Michele Olind
Jane C. Olson
* Kathleen & Daniel O’Neill
Douglas Osborn
Debbie Osborne
Karen A. Ostermiller
Dr. Wendy E. & William H. Page-Echols
Terry & Shelly Palczewski

* New Donor
** Donors who have increased support to new membership levels.
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Donors since our 1982-83 Opening Season
appear in boldface.
Ann Pappas
Shirley & Joseph Paris
* Roschenne & Chad Parmalee
* Cody Pasek
Lynda & Dennis Patriarche
Maria & Richard Pease
* Gillian & David Peck, Jr.
* Thomas Pegler
Linda Pell
Dorothea & Giovanni Perri

** Robert & Barbara Perrin
John Person & Terry McKenney Person
Par & Roger Peterson
* Adrienne & Chris Pfeifer
* Andrew Phillips
Jim Pike
Karen & William Pleszak
Anthony Piper
Ted R. Plochaczek
* Patricia & Kevin Poli
Jeffrey & Phyllis Poorman
* Debra & Jon Powell
* Emma Powell
** Greg & Denise Pratt
Kristen & Steven Prisco
* Robert Prough
Julie & Gregg Prottengoyer
Ann & Ira Purchis
Mark Quimby
Esther & Todd Quiring
Rachel Quinn
* Sarah Quraishi
* Susan & Mark Rantz
* Carrie & Clinton Hawks
Sarah & James Raynak
Matthew Redshaw
* Sharon M. Reeves
* Christine & John Rehagen
Lewis D. Resnick
Julie & Robert Richardson
Susan & William Richardson
* Cynthia M. Richmond
* Todd Rickett
Christopher B. Ricketts
Howard Rittman
* Robert & Diane Robertson
Patricia Roehbe
Daniel & JoAnne Romanek
Esther Romblom
Judy & Charlie Rosebush
* Rick Ruble
Robin & Jeffrey Rudnick
Sue E. Rutherford
Valerie Rutz
* Lori Ryland
Richard Samson
* Marie Sanborn
* David Santo
Roy Saper & Nell Kuhnmuensch
Ann Saunders
Carol & Michael Saunders
* David F. Savickas, Ph.D.
* Rebecca Schein
Dr. Rachel A. Schemmel
* Jeffrey Schenker & Michelle Traven
Carol L. Scherer
* Ann Schmitz & James Woehrle
Freida & John Schneeburger
Judith & James Schneider
* Ken Schoepf
John R. Schopmeyer
* Judy Schuster
* Kristin & Michael Moreno
* Diane & James Schweigert
** James & Christine Schweigert
Mary A. Scobie
* Michelle Scott
* Meridith Seckman
Michele & Christopher Shafer
* David & Rebecca Shane
Allyn Shaw, Ph.D.
Patricia Sheets
* Jamie Sheppard
Anastasia & Ashton Shortridge
Judith & Bennett Shulman
Nina Silvergleit
Charlotte Sinadinos & Russell Launner
* Julie A. Sinclair
Sharon & David Sinclair
Frances & Larry Sklapsky
Stuart D. Sleigh
Samantha Skoma
Joan & Ronald Smith
Ruth & Curtis Smith
Marian E. & Dennis Smith
Mary E. Smith
* Patricia J. Smith
* Suzanne Songt
* Rick Soucy
* Craig Sparks & Roberta Tisdale
* Jane & Donald Speet, Jr.
Lillian & David Spencer
* Patricia & Richard Spreng
Jackie & Eric Staib
Judy A. Standley
Lawrence Stawiarzki
Connie & Michael Stevens
Nancie Stoddard
Judith Stoddard & Alfred Goodson
* Carol & R. Brooks Stover
* Elias Strangas & Jane Turner
* Michelle & Joel Strasz
* Lisa & Michael Strother
Cynthia J. Sundberg
Kathleen & Michael Sweat
** Cindy & Michael Swix
Richard & Christine Takne
Marlene & Dave Tebben
Glady's M. Thomas
Pamela A. Thompson, D.O.
* Anne & Brian Thompson
Kathy A. Tilley
Kay Toben
* Richard F. Tourre
Megan & Michael Tressel
William C. & Linda S. Trevarthan
Jo E. Trumble
* Linda Trumbull
* Perrine A. Tufnell
Stacy M. Turke
* Judith & Gordon Tubb
Patricia & Raymond Ugorowski
Martha & Gregg U'Ren
Elizabeth & Karl VanDeventer
** Virginia VandVord
Catherine & Vyautas Virkus
Candy & Robert Voigt
Pamela & Patrick Walsh
** Edith Wackman
Rebecca & Eric Walters
Sheridan Wandero
Stephanie A. Warren
* Rachel & Gregory Wasmer
* Sara Wassenaar
Kristin & Andrew Watkins
* Anne & Thomas Watson
Jane & Paul Wei
Dr. Timothy & Jan Wellemeyer
* Ashlynn Weller
Joelene & William Wellman
* Adeline & Brandon Wharton
Barbara V. White
* Ann & John White
* Gretchen & Walter Whimers
Sally & Donald Wilcox
* Cynthia Williams
Karen Willson
Amy & Christopher Wilson
Gloria & Robert Wilson
Joseph T. Wing
* Noel & Christopher Winkler
Ralph & LeAnn Witgen
* Christopher Wozick
Linda & Philip Wolak
Gail & Alan Wolfe
* Marie Wolfe & Nancy Warner
Clover Lee Woldford
Emily L. Wolnler
Ken & Kay Woodring
Barbara Worgess
Elaine Wright
* Kendra & David Wright
Linda K. Wright
Gwen Wyatt
* Virginia & Jonathan Yaruss
** Diana & Wayne Zack
Constance Zanger
James Ziebell
Susan K. Zimmerman
Irm & Harvey Zuckerberg
Cheryl & Carl Zuidema
* Ashley Zuzelski

In Honor Of:
Susan Croley
Elaine Sklar

In Memory Of:
Larry Sierra
Kris Koop Ouellette
Mrs. Frances L. Overholt

* New Donor
** Donors who have increased support to new membership levels.
SEATS 4 KIDS

Seats 4 Kids is a scholarship fund that provides free tickets to local youth who could not otherwise afford to attend a performing arts event.

Patricia & Todd Albery
Michael C. Adrian
Janet Allman-Trumbull, Ph.D.
Bonnie Allen
Linda K. Arens
Michael & Lisa Armstrong
Cheryl & John Baker
Lorie Seitz-Barbieri & Charles E. Barbieri
Devon Barrett
Maribel & Deborah Baughman
Dale Bartlett
Scott & Amy Basel
Laura Bates & Joseph Verreau
John & Ronda Beach
Ulysses S. Beatley
Kim Beatie
Dr. and Ms. Norman J. Beauchamp, Jr.
Sharon Bechtel
Catherine &Lawrence Blatnik
Thomas & David Block-Eastend
Donna & Dennis Blue
Nikki & Jarrod Bradford
Diane & Brian Brady
Hugh & Lynn Brainard
Peggy & Mike Brand
Kathleen & Gerald Brazil
Allison Breuer
Chris & Greg Brogan
In Honor of Bonnie Knutson, Ph.D.
David & Patricia Brogan
Lanny & Molly Brunette
Norris & Carol Bryson
Joan Burke
Kris & Shawn Calabrese
Cynthia A. Cameron, Ph.D.
Thomas & Denise Carr
Gerry Lynne & Tom Chirgwin
Patrick Y. Chiu
Chu-Hsiang Chang & Russell Johnson
Joy Clay
Larry Coates
Carol & Paul Conn
April Globes & Glen Brough
Corie & Michael Costello
Ruth & Richard Cotrell
Brian & Lori Clark
Heather L. Davidson
Robert & Lynette Davison
William & Nancy DeFranco
Lynee & Bruce Devereaux
Dewpoint
Frances C. Dittrich
Jerry & Carole Dodgson
Sara & Brent Dolan
Katie A. Donnelly
Theodore & Caroline Duda
Keith & Corless Eldred
Nolan Ericsson
Tricia & Eric Edsmoe
Sandy & Gary Evans
Mike Farrell
Dr. Hiram & Dolores Fitzgerald
Michael & Judith Flinton
Janet L. Fredendall
Susan & Chris Friend
Jeffrey Frumkin & Mary Neils-Frumkin
Mary Ann Gallici in memory of Larry Sierra
Barbara Garvey
Patricia & Donn Gates
Mary Lou & Roland Gifford
Sharon E. Gillison
Joseph Gillotte
Yvonne Glenn
Daniel Goatley & Tonya Dreesler
Scott & Gina Golde
Bert Goldstein & Linda Reiff
Judy Green & G. Ron Welch
Margaret Griffith
Dave & Rashi Gupta
Eric Hammar & Andrea Bonevitz Hammar
Deborah & Michael Harrison
Sarah & Frederick Hawley
Thomas E. Heasley, III
Margo Heiden
Lawrence & Mary Hennessey
Elizabeth Heppol & David Roth
Mayette & Jim Hicks
In Memory of Helen S. Dawson
Kathleen & Joel Hoffman
Patty & John Hollowen
David & Christine Hollister
Marcia & Mark Hooper
Carol & Ron Horowitz
Neil & Evelyn Jackson
Michelle Jacobs
Karen & Jerry Jennings
Mary & Kim Johnson
Kathleen & Jurgen & Robert Parks
Bill & Jan Kahl
Melissa & Timothy Kaltenbach
Steven Kaatz
David & Holly Kazyak
Masha & Warren Kiefferstein
Jacqueline A. Killingsworth
Bonnie Knutson
Delphine Kolacki
Mary Ellen Lane
Pet & Genda Lappan
Ruth & Robert Lendt
Karen E. Lincoln
Kathryn & Gustav Lo
Laurel & David Lockman
Peggy D. Lux
Marie Lyons
Olin & Janice Mace
Larry & Katrina Mackley
Dr. Wiford & Sarah Maldonado
Georgia Markakis
Audrey Martin
Nathan Maas & Amy Adams
Michelle Massey
Veronica & David Matejk
Roberta Matheson & Allen Russell
Melissa & Dan McCanne
Cordre & L. Robert McConnell, Jr.
Melanie & Benjamin McGuire
In Honor of Mr. Connor McGuire
Marvin McKinney
Matthew T. McKinley
John & Helen McLaughlin
Barbara McMillan
Thomas Meeveier
Kristin Metger
Carol & Doug Miller
Denise E. Miller
Brer & Michael Moore
Elizabeth Moore
Thomas & Sheila Moore
In Honor Of Mrs. Lisa B. Rentz
Mared Moore in Honor of Mr. Donnell Moore, Sr.
Marilyn & Eddie Moore
Marie & Craig Moreland
Jacob & Maggie Myers
Sarah E. Nestle
Barbara & Kevin Nilsen
Katherine & George Noiror
Michele M. Olind
Lisa & John Oliva
Helen & Keith Ostien
Susan M. Palac
Louise & Lee Paquette
Jan & Jim Parish
Richard & Donna Parr
Nancy & Passamante
Kathleen Phelps
Karen & Joseph Phillips
Gary Philpot
Jane & Craig Pilditch
Charlotte & Freddie Poston, Jr.
Malia & Gerald Pratt
Joyce & Jimmy Putnam
Linda Putnam
Ronald R. Reynolds
Kimberly & Brendan Ringlever
Barbara Robie
Margaret Rockwell
Albert Ross & Lori Junghulsh-Ross
Rotary Club of Lansing
Shirley & David Rumminger
Ruth Sablich
Mary & William Savage
Scott & Stacey Schabel
Thomas & Sheila Schimpf
Andrew & Erin Schor
Cathleen & James Schultz
T. J. Segerlid & Sarah Underwood Segerlid
Zelda Sedenberg
Sharon Senk in Honor of Mrs. Carolyn R. Schein
Judith & Bennett Shulman
Janice & William Simpson
David Slater & Julia Goaterly
Peggy & Jay Smith
Richard Smear
Nancy Snow
David Slater & Julia Goaterly
Christopher & Charlotte Smith
John & Karen Starcevich
Lanette Stevens & Roger Brooks
Derek Strong
Lynn & Michael Tanner
Frank & Avril Tegge
Phyllis & Mark Thode
Jeanne & Jason Tippett
Kaye Toben
Patricia & Raymond Ugorowski
Kathryn VanDagens & Daniel VanOverbeke
Barbara & Arthur Van Dyke
Lynell Walkey
Deborah & Stephen Walton
Sharon Watson & Donald Loding
Catherine & Mark Weaver
Richard D. Weingartner
John & Tammya Wenzel, III, D.O.
Jane & Clarence Weiss
Rajkumari & Richard Wiener
Jane A. Wilensky
Brian & Denise Williams
Diane Willows & Larry Hogue
Robert W. Wilson
Elaine J. Wright
Barbara & Herbert Yamashhi
Thomas Yaksich
Juan & Leslie Zamora, Jr.
Sally & Dan Zimmerman
Lyn Zynda
Wharton Center gratefully thanks those who have chosen to remember and support the performing arts through a charitable bequest in their estate plans.

With thoughtful and creative estate planning, you can provide future support to Wharton Center for Performing Arts. We invite and encourage you to contact the Development Office at (517) 353-4640 to explore estate planning strategies.
Endowments provide a foundation of stability and support. Gifts to endowments are made with the understanding that the principal is continually preserved and the total amount of the gift is invested. Each year, only a portion of the interest earned is spent while the remainder reverts to principal. In this respect, an endowment is a perpetual gift.

Wharton Center gratefully acknowledges those individuals/organizations that have funded named endowments through gifts of cash or their estate plans.

---

**Endowments**

Alexander Family Endowment for Children’s Theatre and Arts Education  
John D. Barkham Endowment  
Kenneth C. Beachler Arts Management Internship  
Stuart and Judy Birn Endowment for Youth Tickets  
John L. and Marie J. Black Endowment for Broadway and Education  
Thomas J. Block and David L. Easterday Endowment for Jazz Performance  
Thomas J. and David L. Block-Easterday Scholarship Fund for Youth Tickets  
Charles & Kathleen Bonneau Endowment  
Michael and Margaret Brand Endowment for Arts Education  
John R. and Martha L. Brick Endowment for Classical Music/Education  
Christine B. and Gregory D. Brogan Endowment for Dance Performance  
April M. Clobes and Glen F. Brough Endowment for Dance  
Kevin and Lauri Draggo Endowment for Volunteerism and Community Engagement  
Endowment for Arts Education  
Maxine A. Eyestone Endowment  
Foster Swift Collins & Smith Law Firm Endowment for Jazz Performance and Education  
Robin & Sharron Frucchi Endowment  
Joe and Betty Gadaletto Endowment for Performing Arts Internship  
Dr. Shahriar & Dokhy Ghoddousi Endowment  
Maxwell Asa & LeAnn B. Goodwin Endowment  
Glenn D. and Sherry K. Granger Endowment for Family Performance/Education  
Gilbert & Susanna Harrell Endowment for Arts Education  
Michael G. & Deborah L. Harrison Endowment for Arts Education  
Robert & Carol Hildorf Endowment for Jazz Performance and Education  
The Elizabeth Hoger and Lisa Swem Endowment for Arts Education  
Meegan Holland Endowment for Music, Dance and Theatre  
Stanley & Selma Hollander Endowment  
Stanley & Selma Hollander Endowment for Chamber Music  
Annie D. & Robert A. Holmes Perennial Garden Endowment  
Marcia & Mark Hooper Endowment for Performing Arts Education  
Carol & Ronald Horowitz Endowment for Youth Access to the Arts  
In The Wings @ Wharton Center  
Inner Circle Endowment for Arts Education  
Jazz and Classical Music Endowment  
The Hari Kern and late Ralph Edminster, M.D. Endowment for Arts Education  
Warren M. Kifferstein Discretionary Endowment  
The Jackie Killingsworth Endowment for Arts Education  
Bonnie & Robert Knutson Endowment for Musical Theatre  
Larry P. Lee Endowment for Youth & Family Access to the Arts  
Joseph and Jeanne Maguire Endowment for Jazz  
Mansfield Family Foundation Endowment for Seats 4 Kids  
Martha Miller Maxwell Endowment for Arts Education  
Joanne N. and E. Jerome McCarthy Endowment for Arts Education  
Richard D. McLellan Endowment for Dance Performance  
Patrick and Victoria McPharlin Endowment for Arts Education  
MSU Federal Credit Union Broadway Endowment  
MSU Federal Credit Union Institute for Arts & Creativity Endowment  
Dennis & Deborah Muchmore Backstage Endowment  
Patricia K. Munshaw and Dana Munshaw Brazil Endowment for Arts Education  
William R. & Denise Nielsen Management Internship  
Nancy S. Passanante Endowment for Arts Education  
Betty Price Retail Management Internship Endowment  
Shelley and Richard Pulliam Endowment for Youth Tickets  
Nancy & Mitchell Rinek Endowment  
Tom and Mary Kay Shields Endowment for Musical Theatre  
Arlene and Lawrence Sierra Family Endowment for Arts Education  
Drs. Lou A. and Roy J. Simon Endowment for Jazz Performance/Education  
Drs. Lou A. and Roy J. Simon Discretionary Endowment  
Sharon Kouts Skinner Endowment  
Richard C. and Sharon M. Smith Endowment  
Richard Sneary Endowment for Musical Theatre and Arts Education  
Karen E. Spak and Dale K. Howe Endowment for Arts Education  
Harvey and Barbara Sparks Endowment for Arts Education  
Frank A. Tege Discretionary Endowment  
Joe & Maggie Trevino Performing Arts Education  
Watson-Shannon Management Internship  
Richard D. Weingartner Arts Education Endowment  
Wharton Center Endowment  
Wharton Center Endowed Enhancement Fund  
Joan Wright Endowment for Young Playwrights Festival and Arts Education  
William Wright Endowment for New Works & Initiatives
Wharton Center wishes to thank the following corporate partners who help to underwrite the 2018-2019 season.

AF Group
Arts Council of Greater Lansing
Auto-Owners Insurance
Brogan, Reed, Van Gorder & Associates/Ohio National Financial Services
BZEMS Group at Merrill Lynch
The Centennial Group
The Christman Company
Clark Trombley Randers Consulting Engineers
Comerica Foundation
Comprehensive Psychological Services, P.C.
Coral Gables Restaurant
Delta Dental of Michigan
Dewpoint
Disney
The Doctors Company
Edge Partnerships
Farm Bureau Insurance
Foresight Group
Foster, Swift, Collins & Smith, P.C.
Gannett Foundation/Lansing State Journal
Gillespie Group
Governmental Consultant Services
Granger
Grewal Law PLLC
Honigman Miller Schwartz and Cohn
Jackson National Life Insurance Company
Karyn’s Dance Place, Inc.
L.O. Eye Care
Lansing Board of Water and Light
Marketing Resource Group
Mayberry Homes
McLaren Greater Lansing
Mercantile Bank
Michigan Council for Arts and Cultural Affairs and National Endowment for the Arts
Michigan Radio
Michigan State Medical Society
MSU Federal Credit Union
Palmer, Bush & Jensen Family Funeral Homes
Piper & Gold Public Relations
Plante Moran, PLLC
Portnoy and Tu, DDS, PC
PNC Bank
ProAssurance Casualty Company
Retailers Insurance Company
Rick’s American Café/Harrison Roadhouse/Beggar’s Banquet
SuttonAdvisors, PLC
TechSmith Corporation
Tri-Star Trust Bank
Warner Norcross + Judd LLP
Wharton Center Inner Circle
WKAR Radio & Television
Wolverine Development Corporation